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ABSTRACT 
 
The oral mucosa exhibits a high regenerative capacity regardless of the individual’s 

age. Recently our collaborative research group reported the isolation of a unique stem 

cell population with a primitive neural crest phenotype from the lamina propria of the 

adult human oral mucosa, termed hOMSC. These cells express constitutively 

embryonic and neural crest stem cells’ markers, indicating a potent and neural-related 

cell population. Moreover, these cells are located in an easy accessible niche, exhibit 

a reproducible phenotype in elder and young and trillions of cells can be obtained by 

minimum invasive biopsies. 

 
The objective of this study was to evaluate hOMSC potential for designing novel 

therapeutic approaches, based on the two classical pillars of cell therapy, cell 

replacement and cell-based neuroprotection. To accomplish such objectives, hOMSC 

were induced by two different medium-based protocols designed by our group, into 

dopaminergic-like neurons for Parkinson’s disease and into astrocyte-like cells with 

neuroprotective properties for treating acute traumatic events of the peripheral and 

central nervous system.  

 
Dopaminergic-induced hOMSC (hOMSC-DA) exhibited a downregulation of 

pluripotency markers, upregulation of mature dopaminergic TH and PITX3 as well as 

dopamine production and release. Transplantation of these cells into the striatum of 

hemi-Parkinsonian rats resulted in significant improvement of their behavioral 

deficits, as evidenced by apomorphine-induced rotations, cylinder and rotorod test. 
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Functional results were positively correlated with the identification of hOMSC-DA 

with TH expression in the implanted striatum two months following their 

transplantation. 

 
On the other hand, hOMSC also exhibited a high plasticity to induce astrocyte 

markers, generating astrocyte-like cells (hOMSC-NS) upon induction. HOMSC-NS 

exhibited astrocyte morphology and specific markers expression (GFAP, S100β and 

EAAT2), as well as increased levels of neurotrophic factors (GDNF, BDNF, IGF-1 

and VEGF) production and secretion. Conditioned medium of these cells protected 

different neuronal populations in vitro from hypoxic and oxidative stress induced-cell 

death and also improved rat motor functions after transplantation in rats with sciatic 

nerve injury. Furthermore by combining this cells’ neuroprotective potential with a 

tissue engineering approach, we designed an implantable scaffold for the treatment of 

spinal cord injury. HOMSC-NS seeded in PLLA/PLGA scaffolds were successfully 

differentiated and implanted in rats with complete transection of the spinal cord. This 

strategy demonstrated to be effective and therapeutically relevant as implanted rats 

restored their walking abilities, gait, stepping length and motor coordination. In vivo 

evaluation confirmed a functional reconnection between the rostral and caudal parts 

of the transected spinal cord by MRI-DTI imaging and electrophysiology’s motor 

evoked potentials. At the histological level, increased axon numbers as well as 

reduced glial scar and immune response were found.  

In conclusion, we here provide evidence of hOMSCs potentiality for developing 

therapeutic interventions based on the traditional cell therapy approaches, aimed at 

treating both peripheral and central nervous system disorders.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Stem cell (SC) therapy is the use of SCs to treat or prevent a disease or condition. 

Bone marrow transplant is a form of stem cell therapy that has been used for many 

years [1]. No SC therapies other than bone marrow transplant are widely used by 

now.  Research is underway to develop various sources for SCs, and to apply SC 

treatments for neurological disorders and conditions, diabetes, heart disease, cancer 

immunotherapy, wound healing, orthopedics and infertility among others.  

1.1. Stem cells 
	  
SCs are undifferentiated cells that can differentiate into more specialized cells and can 

divide through mitosis to produce more SCs [2]. They retain the ability to divide 

throughout life and to give rise to cells that can become highly specialized, taking the 

place of cells that were lost. The rigorous definition of a SC requires that it possesses 

two properties: Self-renewal and Unlimited potency. Self-renewal means the ability to 

go through numerous cycles of cell division while maintaining the undifferentiated 

state. It is also called symmetrical division in which one SC gives rise to another SC 

of equal potency. The maintenance of the SC population is also possible through 

asymmetrical divisions, in which a stem cell gives rise to one mother cell that is 

identical to the original, and another daughter cell that is more differentiated [2].  

Potency specifies the ability of these SCs to differentiate into more specialized cell 

types, the more cell types a cell can differentiate into, the greater its potency (Fig. 1) 

[3]. In line with this, both in vitro and in vivo, exist SCs harboring different 

differentiation potentials, from totipotent to unipotent. Totipotent SCs are cells with 

the ability to divide and produce all of the differentiated cells in an organism. These 

cells are produced directly from the fusion of an egg and a sperm cell, and maintained 
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also during the first rounds of cell division, the morula stage [3]. In development, 

pluripotent SCs are the descendants of totipotent cells and can differentiate into cells 

of the three-germ layers. Pluripotent SCs originate as an inner cell mass within a 

blastocyst or so-called blastula [3]. The blastocyst is a thin walled hollow sphere 

made up of an outer layer of cells, a fluid filled cavity and an inner cell mass 

containing pluripotent SCs. The blastocyst develops after cleavage and prior to 

implantation, in approximately 5 days. These SCs become any type of tissue in the 

body excluding the placenta, and when taken out for in vitro cell-culture, they give 

rise to embryonic SCs [4]. Continuing in development and after commitment of the 

pluripotent SCs, multipotent SCs arise. These cells can differentiate into other cell 

types of a closely related family, thus their potential or ability to differentiate is more 

restricted [3]. Examples of multipotent SCs include those in the brain that give rise to 

different neural cells and glia or haematopoietic cells, which can give rise to different 

blood cell types, but they can't create brain cells. Unipotent SCs, located at the lower 

end of the potency scale, still have unlimited reproductive capabilities or self-renewal 

potential but can produce only one cell type. These cells are derived from multipotent 

SCs and are formed or maintained within the adult tissue [3].  

Regarding SCs identity, there are two broad types: embryonic SCs, which are isolated 

and derived from the inner cell mass of blastocysts of the developing embryo and 

adult SCs, which are present in various adult tissues. In adult organisms SCs and 

progenitor cells act as critical players of the body’s own system repair, replenishing 

active tissues with new cells.  
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Figure 1. Cellular lineage restriction of human developmental potency [5]. 
Totipotent cells at the morula stage have the ability to self-renew and differentiate 
into all of the cell types of an organism, including extra-embryonic tissues. 
Pluripotent cells, including the in vitro generated embryonic stem (ES) cells are 
established at the blastocyst stage and primordial germ cells (PGCs) from the embryo. 
At this stage these cells lost the capacity to form extra-embryonic tissues like 
placenta. Restriction of differentiation is imposed during normal development, going 
from multipotent SCs, which can give rise to cells from multiple but not all lineages, 
to the well-defined characteristics of a somatic differentiated cell (unipotent). Specific 
chromatin patterns and epigenetic marks can be observed during human development 
since they are responsible for controlling transcriptional activation and repression of 
tissue-specific and pluripotency-related genes, respectively. Global increases of 
heterochromatin marks and DNA methylation occur during differentiation. 
 
 
 

1.1.1. Embryonic stem cells 
	  
Embryonic SCs (ESCs) are derived from blastocysts that are 5-8 days after 

fertilization. They are best grown from supernumerary embryos obtained from in vitro 

fertilization centers and ESCs are considered immortal as they can be propagated and 

maintained in an undifferentiated state indefinitely [4,6]. These SCs have the highest 

potential to regenerate and repair affected tissues throughout the body. However, the 
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therapeutic benefit of ESCs is bogged by the controversy of the belief that during the 

SC extraction process, the embryo itself is destroyed and some view this as taking 

life, thereby, it still raises moral and ethical concerns. Moreover and due to their high 

potential, it is difficult to control their growth and differentiation, posing risk of 

tumorogenicity and teratoma formation upon transplantation [4]. Despite these 

concerns ESCs studies have offered important insights into key pathways regulating 

cell differentiation. These advancements led to the development of curated protocols 

for the efficient generation of a broad spectrum of cellular types including 

cardiomyocytes, hematpoietic cells, dopaminergic and motor neurons, 

oligodendrocytes and pancreatic beta-cells [6].  

1.1.2. Induced pluripotent stem cells 
	  
Induced pluripotent SCs (also known as iPS cells or iPSCs) are a type of pluripotent 

stem cell that can be generated directly from adult somatic cells. In 2006, Takahashi 

and Yamanaka established for the first time murine ESC-like cell lines derived from 

mouse adult and embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) by simply expressing four 

transcription factor genes encoding for Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc [7]. These iPSCs 

exhibited similar morphology and growth properties as ESCs and expressed ESC-

specific genes. Transplantation of iPSCs into immunodeficient mice resulted in the 

formation of germ-cell-tumor (teratoma)-containing tissues from all three germ 

layers, thus confirming the pluripotent potential of iPSCs. Using somatic cells 

harvested from transgenic mouse lines containing the four reprogramming 

transcription factors, several groups showed that iPSC lines could be generated from 

different cell types, such as neuronal progenitor cells, keratinocytes, hepatocytes, B 

cells, and fibroblasts of mouse tail tips, kidneys, muscles, and adrenal glands [8]. 

These results demonstrate the capacity of the four transcription factors to mediate 
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reprogramming regardless of developmental origins and epigenetic states of a cell. 

However, efficiencies of cell reprogramming process vary among different cell types 

of the organism, based also in the differentiation or epigenetic status of the somatic 

cell to be reprogrammed [8]. It was shown that ectopic expression of Oct4 is 

sufficient to convert adult neural SCs into iPSCs, DNA or histone modifications also 

generate iPSCs more efficiently and, hematopoietic SCs can be reprogrammed into 

iPSCs much more efficiently than terminally differentiated B and T lymphocytes [9].  

Availability of patient-specific iPSCs lines provided unprecedented opportunities to 

elucidate disease mechanisms of patients with Mendelian and complex genetic 

disorders in vitro, to carry out drug screening and toxicology studies, and to advance 

cell replacement therapy in regenerative medicine [8]. Besides the enormous potential 

of iPSCs there are still important limitations. The use of retroviral and lentiviral 

vectors to introduce the four transcription factors has shown that these viral vectors 

preferentially integrate into active genes and therefore have the potential to modify 

critical gene functions [10]. In addition, most of the four introduced transcription 

factors possess inherent oncogenic potentials, and persistent expression of any of 

them may provide cell growth advantage and increased chance for transformation. 

Several approaches have been designed to overcome these, eg. protein, mRNA or 

small molecules-iPS generation, as well as, episomal or non-integrative vectors. 

Although these strategies work for the most part, the efficiency of generating iPSC 

lines is significantly reduced compared with the approach of retroviral and lentiviral 

vectors [9]. Yet another problem in the study of disease mechanisms using IPSCs, is 

the high phenotypic variability observed in the obtained cell lines. Therefore, to 

ensure that the exhibited phenotypes are not unique to a specific iPSC line or a 

particular patient, it is important to evaluate several iPSC lines generated from the 
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same patient as well as those generated from different patients with the same disease. 

Alternatively, restoration of the missing gene function in mutant iPSCs provides an 

ideal isogenic control for any observed phenotype [8]. 

1.1.3. Adult stem cells 
	  
Any adult tissue with repair and/or regenerative capabilities is likely to harbor tissue-

specific SCs defined as cells that self-renew and retain sufficient proliferative and 

differentiation potential to repair and/or reconstitute a specific tissue. Adult SCs 

(aSCs) or also called somatic SCs, are undifferentiated cells found throughout the 

body after development, that multiply by cell division and regenerate damaged 

tissues. These cells are multipotent, capable of differentiating into more than one cell 

type but not all cell types [11]. Depending on their origin, aSCs can be further 

classified into e.g. neural SCs (NSCs), hematopoietic SCs, intestinal SCs, 

mesenchymal SCs (MSCs) and neural crest-derived SCs (NCSCs), among others. In 

this work we will focus only in two aSCs populations with great clinical relevance, 

given their easy access localization as well the lack of ethical implications and 

tumorigenic potential.  

1.1.3.1. Mesenchymal stem cells 
	  
In early 1970’s, Friedenstein and colleagues were the firsts to report the presence of 

fibroblastoid cells that could be flushed out from the adult bone marrow (BM), form 

colonies and reconstitute the hematopoietic microenvironment upon transplantation 

[1]. These cells were called mesenchymal stem cells or MSCs, which can differentiate 

in vitro into a variety of mesenchymal-lineages such as osteoblasts, chondrocytes and 

adipocytes [12,13]. Over the years, it has become clear that such cells are not an 

exclusive feature of the BM, but they can also be isolated from other organs and 
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tissues including, adipose tissue, umbilical cord blood, amniotic fluid, placenta, dental 

pulp, tendons, synovial membrane and skeletal muscle [14]. While the terms MSCs 

and “Marrow Stromal Cells” have been used interchangeably during the past, it was 

considered to be insufficiently descriptive, thus now the appropriate term is 

“Multipotent Stromal Cell”. A large number of studies have provided evidence in 

support of MSCs plasticity, their potential use for tissue engineering purposes, their 

extraordinary immunomodulatory properties, as well as their ability to be recruited 

into injury sites where they might contribute to a “natural in vivo system for tissue 

repair” [15]. MSCs upon exogenous administration, have demonstrated to serve as 

effective therapeutic agents in a variety of experimental models of tissue injuries [16]. 

Interstingly, in the vast majority of these studies the therapeutic efficacy did not 

correlate with the efficiency of engraftment or MSCs presence, which was in general 

low. This finding suggests that MSCs ability to repair is likely to occur by secretion 

of soluble factors that alter the tissue microenvironment and not by differentiation or 

cell-fusion [15]. In other terms, MSCs may exert a “trophic activity” described 

initially by Caplan and colleagues [17]. In this regard, extensive proteomic analyses 

have indeed revealed that MSCs in vitro produce a variety of factors that influence a 

broad range of biological functions. 

The classical MSCs source has been the BM, extracted by aspiration and further cell 

sorting for specific markers. Conversely, the youngest and most primitive MSCs that 

also are present in higher numbers, can be obtained from the umbilical cord tissue, 

namely Wharton's jelly MSCs, but also from the umbilical cord blood [18]. The 

developing tooth bud of the mandibular third molar was also shown to be an 

extremely rich source for MSCs. Additionally, amniotic fluid has been further shown 

to be a rich source of SCs, in which as many as 1 in 100 cells are MSCs. More 
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recently it was reported that the adipose tissue is one of the richest sources of MSCs, 

exhibiting 500 times more MSCs than in aspirated BM [18]. Multiple efforts by 

different laboratories have aimed to identify and compare the cellular and molecular 

aspects as well as therapeutic potential of different sources of MSCs. Kern et al. 

concluded that adipose tissue-MSCs exhibits the highest frequency of SCs, while 

umbilical cord-derived ones can be expandable to higher numbers [19]. Several 

studies have found a remarkable decrease in the SCs characteristics as well as an 

increase in the phenotypical variability of MSC isolated from elder human donors 

[20]. Another study demonstrated that MSCs derived from different sources have 

significantly different anti-inflammatory capacities and confirmed that umbilical 

cord-MSCs exhibit the greatest effect. This effect also was observed in a comparative 

analysis in an animal spinal cord injury model (SCI) [21]. Despite the many merits of 

umbilical cord-MSCs, their utility remains controversial because of the low isolation 

efficiency (65%), poor handling and storage conditions [18]. 

1.1.3.2. Neural crest-derived stem cells 
	  
The neural crest (NC) is a discrete embryonic structure of the vertebrates, discovered 

by Wilhelm His in 1868 in the chick embryo, as a strand of cells lying on the dorsal 

part of the closing neural tube. NC cells (NCCs) originate in the ectoderm at the 

margins of the neural tube and, after a phase of epithelial-mesenchymal transition and 

extensive migration, settle down in different parts of the body to contribute to the 

formation of a plethora of different tissues and organs [22]. The NC is thus a part of 

the neural primordium, which rapidly spreads all over the embryo through the 

extensive migration of its component cells. The NC is at the origin of the peripheral 

nervous system (PNS), the melanocytes and some endocrine cells. Individual NC cells 

give rise to both “neural derivatives” (including neurons, glia, endocrine cells and 
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melanocytes) and “mesenchymal derivatives” (such as myofibroblasts, bone and 

cartilage, and adipose tissue cells depending on the environment signaling (Fig. 2) 

[23]. 

In all vertebrates a large part of the skull and the entire facial skeleton are derived 

from the cephalic NC (extending from the mid-diencephalon down to the level of 

somite 4–5 boundary). In higher vertebrates, the head skeleton, the oral mucosa and 

the teeth are the only remnants of this ancestral state [24]. In the course of 

embryogenesis, the NC has thus a unique status since, while belonging to the 

ectodermal germ layer and evolving as part of the neural primordium, it yields cell 

types that are typically derivatives also from the mesodermal germ layer such as 

connective and adipose tissues, cartilage and bone [25]. It has for this reason, been 

considered by some authors in the past as a fourth germ layer, segregating late from 

the ectoblast during the neurulation process [26].  

 

Figure 2. Cell phenotypes derived from the neural crest in amniotes [23] 
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In addition to the early migratory NC, several NC derivatives at post-migratory stages 

still contain undifferentiated cells able to generate neurons, glia and/or 

myofibroblasts, which persist at late embryonic stages and even in certain adult 

tissues of birds and mammals, like PNS ganglia, gut, skin, heart, cornea and carotid 

body. Moreover, the NC-SCs (NCSCs) populations recently identified in rodents and 

humans also display neural and mesenchymal differentiation properties and can be 

expanded as spheres in vitro [23].  Although NC cells undergo developmental 

restrictions with time, at least some cells have the capacity to self-renew and display a 

developmental potential only topped by ESC (Fig. 3)[27]. Intriguingly, such NCSCs 

are not only present in the embryonic neural crest, but also in various NC-derived 

tissues in the fetal and even adult organism [27]. These postmigratory NCSCs 

functionally resemble their embryonic counterparts in their ability to differentiate into 

a variety of cell types. Because of their broad potential, the possibility to isolate 

NCSCs from easily accessible tissue, and the recent accomplishment to generate 

NCSC-like cells from human ES and induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells, NCSCs 

have become an ideal model system to study SC biology in development and disease. 

Adult NCSCs were identified in several post-natal organs including skin, gut, teeth, 

heart, palatum, cornea and olfactory tissue [28]. Because of their broad potential and 

accessibility, NCSC-like cells from adult tissues have also been implicated as 

potential sources for future cell and tissue replacement therapies. NCSC share classic 

NC markers such as p75NTR, Sox10, Snail, Slug, Twist among others [27]. In 1999, 

Morrison described the isolation of postmigratory NCSCs from rat E14.5 sciatic nerve 

by flow cytometry using the antibodies against p75NTR and P0, a peripheral myelin 

protein [29]. The fraction of p75NTR+/P0
− cells showed a self-renewal potential in vivo 

as assessed by BrdU incorporation experiments and generated neurons and glia upon 
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transplantation into chick embryos. Moreover, these cells were functionally 

indistinguishable from in vitro NCSCs isolated from explant cultures when 

challenged with instructive growth factors, since the addition of BMP2 and 

neuregulin (NRG1) resulted in generation of neurons and glial cells, respectively. In 

vivo, fetal sciatic nerve NCSCs are at least bipotent and give rise to glia and nerve 

fibroblasts, as revealed by genetic fate mapping in the mouse [30]. 

 

Figure 3. Model for the segregation and reprogramming of NCC lineages as 
inferred from in vitro clonal analysis [31]. The progenitors endowed with the 
capacity to give rise to cartilage (C), neurons (N), glial cells (G) and melanocytes (M) 
have been classified according to the number of cell phenotypes in their progeny. 
Data are consistent with progressive developmental restrictions from ‘totipotent’ cells 
to unipotent precursors (arrows). Those able to yield mesectodermal cartilage cells (in 
yellow) were identified in clones derived from mesencephalic NC and are excluded 
from the trunk NC. The main target cells of ET3 are shown in pink. Differentiated 
glia and melanocytes could be reprogrammed by ET3 and reverse to GM bipotent 
NCCs (red dotted arrows). 
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The existence of cells with self-renewing potential was also demonstrated for rat 

E14.5 DRG, sympathetic ganglia, and – using α4-integrin as an additional cell surface 

marker in combination with p75 – for the enteric nervous system [32]. Recent reports 

described also that p75 positive neural crest-derived precursor cells also exist in the 

adult DRG [33,34]. Using explant cultures, Li et al. provided evidence that in the 

adult rat DRG a subpopulation of cells double positive for nestin and p75NTR displays 

multipotency and sphere-forming potential. However, their limited self-renewal 

potential might point to a restricted progenitor rather than SC status of these cells. To 

address the nature of these progenitor cells, the authors performed DRG axotomy 

combined with BrdU labeling and observed that all neurons were BrdU-negative, 

whereas most BrdU-positive cells were found surrounding neurons, suggesting an 

association of DRG-derived progenitors with the glial lineage. Similar cells have also 

been isolated from mouse DRG at various postnatal stages taking advantage of mouse 

genetic approaches using P0-Cre/CAG-CAT-EGFP (herein after referred to as 

“FloxedEGFP”) and Wnt1-Cre/FloxedEGFP transgenic mice to prospectively 

identify and directly isolate NC-derived stem/progenitor cells. EGFP-expressing cells 

isolated by flow cytometry showed a strong expression of the NCSC markers p75NTR 

and Sox10 and, upon differentiation, gave rise to neurons, glia, and smooth muscle 

cells [33]. As stated in Shakhova et al., the extent of the self-renewal capacity of 

NCSC-like cells in the adult DRG, as well as their physiological role, remains to be 

addressed. It seems likely, though, that such cells might be involved in injury-induced 

de novo neurogenesis or regenerative support, as observed upon capsaicin-mediated 

destruction of neurons in rat nodose ganglia [35]. 

Recently, our collaborative group leaded by Prof. Pitaru, provided the first evidence 

that the oral mucosa lamina propria (OMLP) gives rises to a robust multipotent SC 
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population and suggested the human oral mucosa as a novel source for therapeutic 

adult SC [36] 

1.1.3.2.1. Oral mucosa stem cells 
	  
The oral mucosa lines the oral cavity. Similarly to the ectomesenchymal origin of 

connective tissues in the oral cavity, cells of the OMLP originate from the embryonic 

NC [36,37]. Wound healing within the oral mucosa is characterized by reduced 

inflammation, rapid re-epithelialization, and differential fibroblast responses, 

resulting mainly in regeneration with minimal scar formation; a process generally 

considered to be more “fetal- like” in comparison to that observed within the skin 

[37]. Furthermore, this process seems to be affected negligibly by age and gender 

[38]. The fact that similar to fetal tissues, wounds in the oral mucosa heal by 

regeneration and without scar formation suggested the existence of a primitive NCSC-

derived population in the OMLP. The group of Prof. Pitaru, demonstrated that the 

OMLP harbors a multipotent SC population, suggesting the human oral mucosa as a 

novel source for cell therapy [36]. They showed that explantation of the adult human 

OMLP reproducibly generates trillions of SC that they called, human oral mucosa 

SCs (hOMSC). Immunophenotyping of hOMSC revealed a primitive NCSC 

phenotype with neural and mesenchymal characteristics, not being affected by donor 

age. The expression of early NC stem/progenitor cell markers (Sox2 and p75) in vitro 

and in vivo points to the neural crest origin of this population. At the mRNA level, 

hOMSC expressed constitutively transcription factors known to maintain ESC 

pluripotency (Oct4, Nanog, and Sox2), as well to induce pluripotency in somatic cells 

[7], suggesting that the OMLP harbors a primitive SC population [39]. hOMSC are 

endowed with a relatively high, telomerase-independent self-renewing capacity and 

cloning efficiency, compared with MSCs derived from other tissues [40]. hOMSC 
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constitutively produce and secrete FGF-2, EGF, VEGF, and NGF, important 

neurotrophins involved in nervous system homeostasis, injury and regeneration [41]. 

During development, cranial-derived NCSC are specified to differentiate into 

mesodermal and neuroectodermal lineages [42]. In vitro assays demonstrated that 

hOMSC subjected to neural differentiation regimens differentiated into 

neuroectoderm-like lineages as evidenced by their marker profile. Moreover, hOMSC 

conditioned medium alone-induced neurite extension and supported PC12 cell 

survival, the last being considered a functional assay for glial cells [43]. Besides from 

ectodermal-like lineages, hOMSC were also able to differentiate into mesodermal and 

endodermal lineages [36].  

 

Pitaru’s group showed in 2010 that after stimulation with dexamethasone, hOMSC 

implantation in vivo resulted in the formation of bilineage mixed tumors consisting of 

tissues that develop from cranial NC cells during embryogenesis, mesoderm and 

ectoderm. The lack of endodermal tissue formation in the tumor suggests that either 

similar to cranial NCSC, hOMSC are more restricted in their potency than ESCs or 

iPSCs. Control cultures of dexamethasone-untreated hOMSC did not form bilineage 

mixed tumors [36]. Several reports demonstrated the negative effect of ageing on 

aSCs growth and functionality [44,45]. hOMSC in contrast, showed that their growth 

during the first 10 population doublings, the fraction of cells expressing Nanog and 

Oct4 and their levels, and their in vitro differentiation capacity were not affected by 

the donor age. These together provide a biological explanation for the negligible 

ageing effect observed on wound healing in the elderly oral mucosa [38]. However, 

the increase in the doubling time at higher population doublings in elderly derived 

cultures suggests that mechanisms active in preserving telomeres length in elder-
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derived hOMSC is to some extent less effective than in young-derived hOMSC. 

Importantly, recent research from Davies and colleagues demonstrated that hOMSC 

exhibit no inherent immunogenicity with insignificant expression of costimulatory 

molecules (CD40, CD80, CD86, CD154, and CD178) or human leukocyte antigen 

(HLA) class II [46]. hOMSC required 7 days of stimulation with interferon-gamma to 

induce cell surface expression of HLA II. Moreover, mixed lymphocyte cultures and 

mitogen stimulation demonstrated a potent immunosuppressive capability of hOMSC 

in a contact-independent manner. Complete inhibition of lymphocyte proliferation 

was seen at doses as low as 0.001% hOMSC to responder lymphocytes. These data 

demonstrate that hOMSC immunomodulation, unlike that for MSCs, occurs via a 

dose- and HLA II–independent mechanism by the release of immunosuppressive 

soluble factors. In summary, the results indicate that a multipotent NCSC-like 

population can be easily and reproducibly obtained from the human adult OMLP, 

harboring the inherent potential of the NC, a strong immunomodulatory component as 

well as remarkable plasticity, with the objective of designing novel cellular therapies 

for the ectodermal-derived peripheral and central nervous system. 

 
1.2.  Therapeutic cell therapy 

	  
As a brief overview and before entering into the field of SCs for the treatment of the 

nervous system, we would recapitulate some of the most relevant and general 

approaches that have been designed to treat pathologies that escape the nervous 

system.  

Type 1 and type 2 diabetes mellitus represent a widespread metabolic disorder, related 

to autoimmune β-cell destruction and insulin resistance, leading to β-cell dysfunction, 

respectively, that are associated with severe chronic complications with irreversible 
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multiorgan morphological and functional damage [47]. Conventional treatment, based 

on exogenous insulin or oral agents may control and delay but not prevent the disease 

complications, which has lead, so far, to a steady increase in mortality and morbidity. 

β-cell substitution cell therapy, initially pursued by whole pancreatic and isolated islet 

transplantation, with scarce and limited efficiency, now is looking at the new 

technologies for cell and molecular therapy for diabetes, based on SCs. The idea 

behind SCs for diabetes is that pancreatic endocrine cells regeneration might replenish 

the destroyed β-cell pool, with neo-generated β-cell derived from pancreatic and 

extra-pancreatic stem cell sources. Additionally, ESCs, iPSCs or aSCs-derived from 

different tissues, apart from being able to differentiate into β-like cell elements, might 

also exert immunomodulatory effects to interrupt the β-cell-directed autoimmune 

destruction vicious cycle [48]. 

Despite recent advances in cancer treatment over the past 30  years, therapeutic 

options remain limited and do not always offer a cure for malignancy. Given that 

tumor-associated antigens (TAA) are, by definition, self-proteins, the need to 

productively engage autoreactive T cells remains at the heart of strategies for cancer 

immunotherapy [49]. These strategies have traditionally focused on the administration 

of autologous monocyte-derived dendritic cells (moDC) pulsed with TAA, or the ex 

vivo expansion and adoptive transfer of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes as a source of 

TAA-specific cytotoxic T cells. Recent advances in iPSCs technologies offer 

opportunities to generate patient-specific SC lines with the potential to differentiate in 

vitro into cell types whose properties may help address these issues. Recent success 

has been achieved in the differentiation of natural killer and dendritic cells from 

human iPSCs with therapeutic potential of dendritic cross-presenting TAA to naïve 

CD8(+) T cells [50].  
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Myocardial cell-replacement therapies are emerging also as novel therapeutic 

paradigm for myocardial repair but are hampered by the lack of sources of autologous 

human cardiomyocytes. The recent advances in SCs and transcription factors-based 

reprogramming, might provide exciting solutions to this problem. To date ESCs and 

iPSCs have been successfully differentiated into functional cardiomyocytes [51,52]. 

Direct reprogramming on the other hand, offers the possibility of directly converting 

the phenotype of one mature cell type (fibroblast) to cardiomyocytes without the iPSC 

stage by ectopic expression of particular transcription factors [52].  

As evidenced for cardiac regeneration, cancer immunotherapy and diabetes, SC-based 

therapies also offer promise for future treatment of various neurological disorders. In 

this perspective, two main approaches are currently under research for developing 

novel therapeutics aimed at the nervous system. The first strategy is cell replacement 

aimed to substitute lost cells with newer cells, as in the case of Parkinson’s Disease 

where lost dopaminergic neurons are replaced with new dopamine secreting cells 

[53]. The second approach is to use the cells as therapeutic vectors that produce and 

secrete neuroprotective agents, including neurotrophic factors (NTF), thus providing 

neuroprotection or a trophic stimulus to the damaged remaining cells [54].  

 
1.2.1. Cell replacement therapy for Parkinson’s disease 

	  
The objective of the cell replacement arm of cell therapy is to substitute lost or 

damaged cells as a consequence of any particular and pathological scenario, with new 

and healthy cells that could restore specific affected functions. The most classic 

example of cell replacement therapy is for PD, which will be further discussed below 

[53].  
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1.2.1.1. Parkinson’s disease 
	  
Parkinson's disease (PD) is the second most common age-related progressive 

neurodegenerative disorder, which is characterized by the loss of dopaminergic (DA) 

neurons, intracellular inclusions of aggregated proteins and neuroinflammation [55]. 

The most prominent symptoms of PD are tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia, and postural 

instability [56]. As symptoms progresses, patients will develop difficulties in walking, 

talking, or completing simple tasks. Moreover, later symptoms could include 

psychiatric, autonomic and cognitive disorders [57,58]. The pathologic hallmark of 

PD is primarily the progressive degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the 

substantia nigra pars compacta of the ventral midbrain, resulting in a dopamine 

deficiency in the nigrostriatal pathway [59]. Currently there is no cure or effective 

treatment for PD and numerous approaches to slow the neuronal loss or stop the 

disease progression have failed [60]. Dopamine agonists, levodopa, enzyme inhibitors 

and deep brain stimulation are being routinely used for treating PD patients, but their 

efficacy is very limited [61]. As a novel and alternative approach, cell replacement 

therapy (CRT) emerged three decades ago as an attempt for treating PD patients. Due 

to the selective loss of a specific subset of a neuronal population, A9 DA neurons, it 

became interesting to study the possible effect of direct replacement of new and 

healthy neurons. It was demonstrated by several clinical studies that replacement of 

lost DA neurons could improve the motor symptoms observed in PD patients. Since 

the concept of CRT emerged, many obstacles restricted its use [53]. The complexity 

of the experimental design still resides on which cells are the safest and best suited to 

provide functional recovery as well as, where to transplant them in order to 

functionally reestablish the DA system.  
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1.2.1.2. Experimental approaches 
	  
Pioneer and seminal works from Björklund and Stenevi [62-64], Olson, Seiger and 

Hoffer [65-68], initiated the concept of cell therapy for PD. Given the loss of DA 

neurons in the caudate and putamen at the striatal level, it was conceived that by 

providing new dopamine from dopamine secreting cells transplants, they could restore 

the activity of the affected areas depleted from DA neurons. It was shown that striatal 

grafts of ventral mesencephalon (VM)-derived fetal dopaminergic cells, improved 

motor functions of PD patients. However, nigral grafts failed to improve motor 

functions, due to axon extension failure and lack of nigro-striatal reestablishment [69-

76]. Adrenal medullary grafts also showed positive results in 1-methyl-4-phenyl-

1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) treated monkeys and rats [77,78]. The first clinical 

trial using adrenal cells reported positive results but further trials demonstrated less 

favorable outcomes [79,80]. Since those years, hundreds of patients have been 

evaluated, showing a 30-60% improvement in the United Parkinson’s Disease Rating 

Scale (UPDRS) in most of the patients with a positive clinical outcome during the off-

drug period [81]. Histological examination found that grafted cells survived at least 

10 years after transplantation [82]. Moreover, they showed that grafts effectively 

reinnervated the affected striatum and restored striatal dopamine release. However, 

double-blind placebo-controlled studies using embryonic mesencephalic tissue, failed 

to significantly improve PD patients outcome. Currently and due to SCs research, 

many alternative approaches have been developed to generate DA neurons. Cells with 

dopaminergic neurons abilities, phenotype and therapeutic effect can now be obtained 

from different cellular sources [83-88].  

Recently, a clinical study was performed in India assessing the potential of unilateral 

autologous bone marrow mesenchymal SCs (BM-MSC) transplantation in PD patients 
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[89]. Even though the clinical improvement was marginal, this study established the 

safety of autologous BM-MSCs transplantation. Another recently published study, 

evaluated treatment of PD with intra-arterial autologous implantation of adult SCs 

[90]. It reported that intra-arterial implantation of SCs is feasible and safe and results 

in improved severity of disease and quality of life. Currently, several clinical studies 

involving SCs and PD are being performed according to the US National Institute of 

Health (www.clinicaltrials.gov). These trials are mostly based on autologous 

transplantation of BM-MSC in PD patients with the main goal of determining 

procedure safety and efficacy (NCT00976430, NCT01446614, NCT01453803). 

Furthermore, three more studies are focusing on stem cell sampling and development 

of therapeutic procedures, generating human iPS cells from skin biopsies or patient's 

hair (NCT00874783), MSCs as replacement tissue for PD (NCT00033774) or 

development and optimization methods to isolate, propagate and differentiate adult 

human neural SCs from patients with PD (NCT01329926). 

 

1.2.1.3. Inductive pathways  
 

A critical point in generating DA neurons relies on the accurate combination of the 

chosen cell type and the differentiation protocol applied on them. Several protocols 

have been designed to induce the desired A9 DA neuron phenotype using the above-

mentioned cells (see Table 1). These protocols are aimed to simulate the natural 

development process induced by intrinsic and extrinsic factors involved in DA 

neurogenesis. Within the extrinsic factors, the most widely used are soluble proteins 

such as sonic hedgehog (SHH), fibroblast growth factors 2 and 8 (FGF 2, 8) and 

members of the Wnt family. SHH induces ventral midbrain formation during 
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development and expansion of DA neuron precursors [91,92]. FGF8 induce DA 

neuron specification and promotes DA neurogenesis [93], while members of the Wnt 

family, such as Wnt1, Wnt3a and Wnt5a activates engrailed (EN) genes, which are 

necessary for later stages of midbrain DA neuronal development [94-96]. Other 

factors such as BDNF, GDNF, EGF and TGF-β have been used and showed a DA 

neuron inducer activity [97]. Chemical inducers were shown to be extrinsic factors 

that enhance DA neuron formation, being RA, dbcAMP, IBMX, AA and BHA the 

most widely used [88,97,98]. To certain SCs such as ESC or NSC, extrinsic induction 

can be sufficient to generate DA neurons. In other cell sources extrinsic factors must 

be combined with intrinsic factors such as genetic manipulation. Genetic 

manipulation has demonstrated that ectopic insertion of transcription factors (TF) 

represented by homeodomain proteins, pro-neural genes and genes involved in 

epigenetic control, effectively induce a DA neuron phenotype [99]. The expression of 

the gene codifying for LIM homeobox transcription factor 1 (LMX1A), has been 

reported as both necessary and sufficient for the induction of midbrain DA phenotype 

in midbrain neuroepithelial cells, ESC and MSC, effect that can be enhanced by 

extrinsic factors [100,101]. Ectopic expression of NURR1 showed that this 

transctiption factor regulate the expression of TH, vesicular monoamine transporter 2 

(VMAT2), dopamine transporter (DAT) and RET receptor tyrosine kinase (cRET) 

[102,103]. Overexpression of PITX3 and FOXA2, other transcriptions factor involved 

in DA specification, was seen to actively assist NURR1 and LMX1A to induce 

human ESCs and NSCs terminal maturation to midbrain DA neurons [104-106]. 

Currently, most protocols rely on early induction through SHH, FGF8, WNT1/5A, 

TGFΒ and RA, which are often combined with the introduction of transcription 

factors like LMX1A and NURR1.  
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1.2.1.4. Finding the right cell 
	  
Accumulated SCs research over the last decade enabled the emergence of new cell 

sources for DA neurons generation (Fig. 4). New methodologies have been developed 

in order to generate safer functional DA neurons that could be able to integrate into 

the host neural circuitry. These methodologies includes among others, direct lineage 

conversion, induced pluripotent SCs technology and medium based cell 

differentiation. In the next paragraphs we will review the highlights of different cell 

sources explored in CRT for PD. 

 

Figure 4. Stem cell sources for dopaminergic neuron generation [53]. 
Representative scheme of the different stem cells sources explored on the road to 
dopaminergic neuron generation. To date, dopaminergic neurons have been 
successfully generated from neural stem cells, mesenchymal stem cells, adult cells 
through induced pluripotent cells, and embryonic stem cells. Recent discovery of 
inducible neurons, which directly convert adult fibroblasts into functional neurons 
[96], may also serve as a suitable source for dopaminergic neuron generation, but no 
work has been carried out in regard to this objective. iN: Inducible neuron. 
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1.2.1.4.1. Embryonic stem cells 
	  
ESC are pluripotent SCs derived from the inner cell mass of a blastocyst, an early-

stage embryo [4]. Human embryos reach the blastocyst stage 4–5 days post 

fertilization, at which time they consist of 50–150 cells. Isolating the embryoblast or 

inner cell mass results in destruction of the fertilized human embryo, which raises 

ethical issues. ESC are undifferentiated, self-renewing cells and could be 

differentiated into all three germ layers [4]. ESC can be differentiated into neural stem 

(NSC) or neural precursor cells (NPC) and subsequently to DA neurons [107,108]. 

ESC-derived DA neurons show all the features of midbrain DA neurons [86], 

however poor cell survival has been observed after transplantation [109]. ESC 

injected into the striatum of hemiparkinsonian rats, showed 14-16 weeks after, 20% 

teratoma-like tumors, 24% no graft survival and in 56% graft integration with 

behavioral improvements [110]. Therefore, is critical to differentiate ESC into neural 

lineage prior transplantation to avoid the tumorogenic potential of ESC [109,111]. 

Essentially, two main protocols have been established to generate DA neurons from 

hESCs. The first one is based on ESC co-culture with stromal feeder cells [108] and 

the second relies on the embryonic bodies (EB)-based multi-stage method [112]. 

Using stromal feeder cells PA6 or MS5, cells co-expressing DA markers, releasing 

DA and being able to integrate in the host striatum can be obtained [113]. Specifically 

by MS5 stromal feeder technique, a high number of TH+ cells can be obtained (30-

50% of the cells were neurons, and 64-79% of the neurons were TH+) [114]. Recently 

and through EB formation, it was reported that 77% of the cells differentiated into 

neurons, and 86% of the neurons were TH+ cells [115]. This protocol is based on the 

generation of neurosphere-like structures, so-called ‘‘spherical neural masses’’ 

(SNMs). The advantage of SNMs is that they could be expanded for a long time, 
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frozen and thawed freely and differentiated into DA neurons within 14 days [115]. 

The main problem of using ESC is that controlling cell growth and differentiation is 

still an unsolved issue and tumor formation can be produced after transplantation 

[116].  

 

1.2.1.4.2. Neural stem cells  
	  
Neural SCs (NSC) can be found in developing embryos or in the adult central nervous 

system (CNS), subventricular zone or the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus [117]. 

Adult CNS ‘‘SCs’’ exhibit three cardinal features: (1) They are ‘‘self-renewing’’, 

with the theoretically unlimited ability to produce progeny indistinguishable from 

themselves; (2) they are proliferative, continuing to undergo mitosis; and (3) they are 

multipotent having the ability to differentiate into neuroectodermal lineages of the 

CNS [118]. There are many types of neural progenitor/SCs in the adult brain. 

Multipotent progenitors are proliferative cells with limited self-renewal and can be 

differentiated into at least two different cell lineages [119-121]. Lineage-specific 

precursors are restricted cells to only one lineage (e.g., neuronal, astroglial, 

oligodendroglial). Together, CNS SCs and all precursor/progenitor types are, broadly 

defined as ‘‘neural precursors cells’’ [118]. Differentiation of NSC into 

phenotypically stable and functional DA neurons is being exhaustively investigated. 

Fetal rodent and human NSCs have shown to survive, differentiate and migrate in the 

host brain. These studies established that the implantation of DA precursor cells from 

rodents, leads to functional recovery in PD animal models [116,122-125]. No tumor 

formation was observed after long-term expansion and DA differentiation of human 

midbrain NSCs. Adult NSC-derived DA neurons were successfully obtained either 

from the subventricular zone, using the known five-step protocol established in ESC 
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and the second one relies on Nurr1 ectopic expression in neural progenitors 

[126,127]. Nurr1-engineered cells acquired a functional DA phenotype in vitro, and 

after transplantation survived and became integrated in to the host tissue, reversing 

the behavioral deficit observed in parkinsonian rats [127]. NSCs residence within 

individual’s brain makes them a difficult cell source for therapeutic transplantation. 

Recent advances in the reprogramming field, have achieved the generation of NPC by 

the ectopic expression of only one transcription factor, Sox2 [128]. Other groups have 

also reported the generation of NPC by this strategy [129,130]. This new 

technological toolbox of direct lineage conversion using transcription factors present 

a big potential for the regenerative medicine field and will be further addressed in the 

induced neurons part of this chapter. 

 

1.2.1.4.3. Induced pluripotent stem cells 
	  
IPSCs are artificially derived cells from a somatic or non-pluripotent cell, by inducing 

a "forced" expression of certain genes and transcription factors. The ability to induce 

cells into a pluripotent state was initially pioneered using mouse fibroblasts and four 

transcription factors, Oct4, Sox2, Klf4 and c-Myc, in 2006 by Takahashi and 

Yamanaka [7]. These transcription factors play a key role in determining the state of 

these cells, showing a very similar phenotype than ESC in pluripotency, morphology, 

self-renewal ability and gene expression [131]. Through iPSC technology, patient-

specific stem cell lines are being generated to disease modeling purposes and to treat 

patients with personalized, tissue-matched transplants without immunological 

complications [132]. Wernig et al. has shown that mouse fibroblast-derived iPSCs, 

differentiated into midbrain DA neurons by addition of SHH, FGF8, FGF2 and 

ascorbic acid can functionally integrate in the host striatum of parkinsonian rats and 
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lead to behavioral improvements [133]. Hargus and collaborators have successfully 

generated DA neurons from PD patients. These cells were transplanted into rodent 

brains, survived at high numbers, showed arborization, and caused functional 

improvement in a 6-OHDA PD animal model [134]. A major disadvantage of the iPS 

technology is the requirement of viral vectors for reprogramming, which can result in 

residual transgene expression and may lead to malignancy. Soldner and colleagues 

designed a novel method for creating iPSCs from skin biopsies of idiopathic PD 

patients, free of reprogramming factors, using Cre-recombinase excisable viruses 

[135]. These cells maintained a pluripotent state and showed a gene expression profile 

more closely related to hESCs than to iPSCs carrying the transgenes, indicating that 

factor-free iPSCs represent safer and more suitable source of cells for CRT [135]. 

Recently Rhee at al., showed that neural precursor cells derived from virus-based 

hiPSCs exhibited early senescence and apoptotic cell death during passaging in 

contrast to precursors derived from protein-based hiPSCs which were highly 

expandable without senescence [136]. Moreover, DA neurons derived from protein-

based hiPSCs exhibited gene expression, physiological, and electrophysiological 

properties similar to those of mesencephalic DA neurons. Transplantation of these 

cells into 6-OHDA hemiparkinsonian rats significantly reversed motor deficits [136]. 

Nevertheless using IPS technology, neuronal overgrowths have been observed 

similarly to those seen in ESC grafts. The risk of tumor formation by iPSCs is 

expected to be even higher than that with ESCs, as the reprogramming process 

involves the regulation of a tumor suppressor gene, p53 [137]. Although beneficial in 

research of the basic disease processes, patient-derived iPSCs may carry mutations, 

polymorphisms or epigenetic marks that could make them more susceptible to 

develop PD-like features after transplantation [4,56,138]. iPSCs represent a great 
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advance for stem cell research and regenerative medicine but as shown above, still 

has many drawbacks and further investigation is needed before clinical application.  

 

1.2.1.4.4. Induced dopaminergic neurons 
 

In line with the induced-cell type approach via reprogramming factors, and trying to 

circumvent the oncogenic potential of the iPSCs, inducing cells directly into neurons 

was sought. Vierbuchen et al. have shown that expression of three transcription 

factors, Mash1, Brn2 and Myt1l7, can rapidly and efficiently convert mouse 

fibroblasts into functional neurons (iN cells) [139]. The resultant cells displayed 

glutamatergic and GABAergic neuronal phenotypes and showed functional neuronal 

properties such as the generation of trains of action potentials and synapse formation 

[139]. Caiazzo et al. showed that by the expression of three transcription factors - 

Mash1, Nurr1 and Lmx1a - they were able to generate directly functional 

dopaminergic neurons from mouse and human fibroblasts [140]. Induced 

dopaminergic (iDA) cells release dopamine and show spontaneous electrical activity 

organized in regular spikes consistent with the pacemaker activity featured by brain 

dopaminergic neurons [140]. However, in these studies the gene expression profiles 

of reprogrammed DA neurons differed significantly from primary midbrain DA 

neurons. Furthermore, these iDA cells were not shown to be functional by in vivo 

transplantation assays. Recently, Kim et al. showed that ectopic expression of six 

transcription factors in mouse tail tip fibroblasts is sufficient to induce Pitx3+ neurons 

that closely resemble midbrain DA neurons. Transplantation of these iDA cells 

alleviated symptoms in a mouse model of PD [141]. Another study also reported that 

with a combination of five transcriptional factors, Mash1, Ngn2, Sox2, Nurr1, and 

Pitx3, can directly and effectively reprogram human fibroblasts into DA neuron-like 
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cells. The reprogrammed cells stained positive for various markers for DA neurons, 

showed characteristic dopamine uptake and production properties and exhibited DA 

neuron-specific electrophysiological profiles. Finally, these cells provided 

amelioration in a rat PD model [142]. Recently, it was reported that direct neural 

conversion can take place in the adult rodent brain when using transplanted somatic 

human cells or endogenous mouse cells engineered to express inducible forms of 

neural reprogramming genes [143]. Induced DA neurons emerged as an attractive 

system to provide an homogenous cell source for modeling PD in vitro and cell 

replacement strategies. 

 
1.2.1.5. Clinical experiences 

	  
One of the major questions about CRT in PD is why all the encouraging result 

obtained in animal models have failed to be translated in the human clinical trials? 

There are several possible explanations. First, experimental models always 

recapitulate the disease only partially. The animal models used to model PD are 

generally acute injuries, employing the injection of neurotoxic agents. PD pathology 

in humans is not acute, but a progressive chronic degenerative process that last 

several decades. Second, the environment the transplanted cells are exposed to in 

animal models differs considerably from diseased human brains. Neurodegenerative 

diseases such as PD, presents a highly deranged environment, which includes among 

others, heavy oxidative stress, protein aggregation and trophic support deficiencies 

induced by malfunction of neuron-support cells. These mechanisms are less 

prominent or even non-existing in animal models. Third, most transplanted patients 

suffered from long lasting severe disease; therefore selection of better-suited patients 

could ameliorate the results. These differences are not trivial and might be of major 
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importance when trying to translate a therapy developed in homogenous animal 

models to humans. Expectations should be limited and defining the best-suited patient 

for the therapeutic intervention is imperative. During the clinical trials performed 

along the years, the development of significant graft-induced dyskinesias (GIDs) was 

reported. GIDs are involuntary movements that occur in the absence of medication, 

but in the presence of the graft. Freed et al (2001) reported GIDs in 15% of the 

transplanted patients more than 1-year post transplant. Several of these patients 

required further surgical intervention with subthalamic DBS to relieve them of these 

troublesome GIDs [144]. The second placebo-controlled study by Olanow et al. 

(2003) also reported the development of significant “off-medication” GIDs in 56.5% 

of the grafted patients 6–12 months after transplantation [145]. These GIDs typically 

consisted of stereotypic, rhythmic movements of one or both lower extremities, with 

three patients requiring further surgical intervention to reduce their severity. 

Importantly, GIDs were described only in patients who suffered previously from L-

DOPA-induced dyskinesia’s, yet without correlation to their severity [146].  

The first theory of the origin of GID was that it stemmed from imbalanced 

dopaminergic innervation. It has been suggested that GIDs developed as a result of 

fiber outgrowth from the graft, causing increased DA release [82] or as a result of 

imbalanced DA reinnervation [147,148]. Immunological implications have also been 

proposed in which inflammatory responses are triggered against the graft [145]. This 

goes in line with the clinical observation of GIDs occurred after early discontinuation 

of immunosuppressive therapy with signs of inflammatory reactions around the graft, 

as seen in autopsied subjects [145,149]. Another theory is that GIDs are consequence 

of serotonergic (5-HT) neurons contamination, cografted in these transplants. Since 5-

HT neurons are physiologically able to store and release DA, GIDs can occur as a 
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result of DA levels mishandling. The hypothesis propose that 5-HT neurons are 

responsible for dysregulating the DA release in the synapse as a result of graft-derived 

excess of 5-HT neurons interacting with the normal DA neurons  [147,150].  

Using in vivo brain imaging, Politis et al. showed excessive serotonergic innervation 

in the grafted striatum of two patients with PD, who had exhibited major motor 

recovery after transplantation with dopamine-rich fetal mesencephalic tissue but had 

later developed off-medication dyskinesias [150]. Moreover, the dyskinesias were 

significantly attenuated by administration of a serotonin agonist, which activates the 

inhibitory serotonin autoreceptors and attenuates transmitter release from serotonergic 

neurons [150].  

Another important issue after the CRT trials, was that Li et al. reported two patients 

transplanted twice, who died 13-16 years after their first transplantation and finding 

surviving dopaminergic neurons, some of whom contained alpha-synuclein and 

ubiquitin-positive Lewy bodies and neuritis [151]. Kordower et al in a second report 

also described two patients that died 14 years after transplantation that showed 

aggregated and neurotic alpha-synuclein but normal staining for TH and VMAT2 

[152]. Clinically, these patients suffered from a progressive clinical deterioration from 

11-12 years post transplantation. These findings may suggest progressive graft failure 

after a decade with compensatory changes. Recently it was reported from two 

autopsies, that 1.9% and 5% of the DA neurons contained Lewy bodies, from a 12-

year and 16 year-old graft respectively [153]. Taken together, these are encouraging 

reports since they suggest that transplanted cells may integrate and function for more 

than a decade and still most cells will not be affected by the diseased brain in which 

they are implanted.  
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1.2.1.6. Final remarks on CRT for PD 
	  
SCs or reprograming research, have shown to hold a tremendous potential of 

modeling and improving several pathological symptoms observed in PD. Decades ago 

pioneer works paved the path for CRT in PD. Due to ethical considerations of the 

graft source, observed side effects and not proven effectiveness, initial excitement 

decreased with time. Substantial progress was now achieved in generating human-

derived DA neurons starting from adult somatic cells, through iPS and direct lineage 

conversion technologies. Moreover, new and more efficient protocols have been 

designed to provide large quantities of standardized human midbrain DA neurons in 

vitro from ESC. As stated in 2010 by Arenas et al., in order to advance on the CRT 

pathway, we need to improve our DA neuron generation protocols, with special 

attention in discarding undifferentiated remaining cells. Also as seen in GID’s, 

presence of other contaminating cells like 5HT neurons must be avoided. Finally it’s 

of critical importance the fact that we need to improve our animal models of PD, in 

order to recapitulate more features of the disease and increase predictability. Once 

everything is achieved at the research laboratory level, complying with GMP’s and 

the regulatory requirements must be addressed [56]. Multidisciplinary research is 

imperative for generating novel approaches, combining basic and clinical research in 

order to step forward on the road of CRT in PD. 

 

1.2.2. Cell-based neuroprotection 
	  
In the nervous system, the neuroprotective role is majorly played by astrocytes, also 

called astroglia [154]. Recently, malfunction of astrocytes has been proposed to play a 

role in the pathogenesis of non-cell autonomous diseases [155-158]. Compelling 

evidence indicates that NTF-secreting astrocytes support neuronal functional recovery 
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from injuries [154,159-165]. NTF are naturally occurring polypeptides that support 

the development, survival and neurite outgrowth in neurons [166]. Several studies 

concerning neuronal injury have demonstrated that NTF such as BDNF, VEGF, 

GDNF and IGF-1 among others, play an important role in the development, 

maintenance and regeneration of the nervous system [159,167-174]. NTF 

administration in neuronal dysfunction animal models has been related to axon 

regeneration and functional recovery [174-177]. Although there are some indications 

of restoration and recovery of motor function, clinical trials of systemic or intrathecal 

administration of recombinant NTF to patients with neurological disorder, including 

spinal cord and SNI, ALS or Alzheimer’s disease, did not show significant efficacy, 

probably due to NTF short half-life, poor delivery and low concentrations at target 

sites [178,179]. Thus, continuous cellular-derived supply of NTF may overcome this 

drawback and provide an efficient treatment modality [180]. Our group has 

previously shown that after a two-step medium based protocol and without transgenic 

expression, MSCs can be induced into NTF-secreting cells with astrocyte-like 

characteristics [170]. After transplantation of these cells, clinical symptoms of 

multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, Huntington, optic nerve transection and SNI 

animal models were significantly attenuated [54,167,171,181-183]. Our data 

demonstrated that these cells increased NTF levels at the injury site and provided an 

environment that nursed the damaged neuronal tissue.  

 

1.2.2.1. Sciatic nerve injury 
	  
The sciatic nerve is the longest and widest single nerve in the human body, going 

from the top of the leg to the foot on the posterior aspect. It is formed from the L4 to 

S3 segments of the sacral plexus, which is a collection of nerve fibers that emerge 
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from the sacral part of the spinal cord [184]. The mammalian peripheral nervous 

system has a limited axonal regeneration capacity following injury [185,186]. Sciatic 

nerve injury (SNI) is a common peripheral neuropathy (reported prevalence, 43%), 

which is characterized by nerve damage, muscle weakness, reflex changes and 

numbness [187]. Tumors, cysts or other extra-spinal insults can cause SNI. Generally, 

patients complain about persistent and severe pain, motor dysfunctions and prolonged 

disability [188]. Efforts to restore neuromuscular function are compromised by the 

nerve damage, fibrosis and scar tissue occurring secondarily to muscle-fiber atrophy 

and the slow remodeling and/or growth rate of the axons, which preserves muscle 

reinnervation at the neuromuscular junction level [189,190]. 

The process of degeneration and consequent regeneration of a peripheral nerve consist 

of complex and coordinated sequence of events initiated by Wallerian degeneration, 

which could favor or not efficient reinnervation [191]. The recovery after injury 

varies by species, site of lesion, nerve involved and fiber type and different types of 

lesions have different prognoses. In crush lesions, milder than transection, the basal 

lamina is preserved generating a more favorable environment for regeneration; this is 

not true for transection injury [192]. The successful regeneration of peripheral nerves 

requires the interaction of the extracellular matrix, NTFs and several cellular 

components. Peripheral nerves are composed primarily of two kinds of cells: axons 

and Schwann cells. Schwann cells promote neural regeneration by several pathways: 

increasing the synthesis of cell adhesion molecules; elaborating the basement 

membrane that contains many cell adhesion molecules and other extracellular matrix 

proteins (also called neurite outgrowth promoting factors); and producing NTFs and 

their receptors. A few days after nerve injury Schwann cells lose myelin. This triggers 

their activation and proliferation within the distal nerve segment and raises the levels 
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of a variety of NTFs, cytokines and cell adhesion molecules [193]. Neurite outgrowth 

promoting factors, either on the cell surface (cell adhesion molecules and recognition 

molecules) or in the extracellular matrix, promote axonal extension by providing 

appropriate adhesiveness in the substrate, which facilitates axon-to-axon and axon-to-

Schwann cell attachment [194]. 

Up to date significant advances have been made regarding peripheral nerve injury. 

Researchers have focused their efforts in developing novel alternatives within the 

concept of SC transplantation. SCs have demonstrated efficacy in limiting neuronal 

damage in different experimental models and settings within neurological injuries, 

including stroke, Parkinson’s disease, traumatic brain injury, SCI and peripheral nerve 

damage as SNI [195]. The mechanisms underlying the observed recoveries include 

cell replacement, NTFs production, extracellular matrix molecules synthesis, 

guidance, remyelination, environmental stabilization and immune modulation [196]. 

 
1.2.2.2. Spinal cord injury 

	  
A SCI refers to any injury to the spinal cord that is caused by trauma instead of 

disease, affecting majorly the communication between the brain and the rest of the 

body. Worldwide, an estimated 2.5 million people live with SCI, with more than 

130,000 new injuries reported each year [197]. SCI has a significant impact on life 

quality, life expectancy and economic burden, with considerable costs associated with 

primary care and loss of income. Less than 1% of people who sustain a significant 

injury to their spinal cord recover complete neurological function, resulting in partial 

or complete paralysis. SCI have many causes, but are typically associated with major 

trauma from motor-vehicle accidents, falls, sports injuries, and violence, leaving little 
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space for preventive strategies [198]. The cost of lifetime care for one patient with 

SCI ranges from USD 700,000 to 4,500,000 [199]. Thus, the need for the urgent 

development of therapies for treatment of SCI is imperative nowadays.  

The patient outcome is strictly related and dependent of many critical factors such as 

site of lesion (cervical, thoracic, lumbar or sacral), contusion or transection, as well 

as, complete or incomplete transection in the later case [200]. After SCI, a person’s 

sensory, motor and reflex messages are affected and may not be able to get past the 

damage in the spinal cord. In general, the higher on the spinal cord the injury occurs, 

the more dysfunction the person will experience [201]. The location of the injury on 

the spinal cord determines which parts of the body are affected and the severity will 

determine how much of the body will be affected. Consequently, a person with a 

mild, incomplete injury at the T5 vertebra will have a much better chance of using his 

or her legs than a person with a severe, complete injury at exactly the same place. 

Thus, complete transection of the spinal cord is the worst-prognosis and most difficult 

case-scenario, leading to irreversible and permanent loss of motor and somatosensory 

functions below the injury site. The lack of spontaneous anatomical and functional 

repair after spinal cord injury is due to the failure of neurons to regenerate their axons 

through the inhospitable extra-neuronal environment of the mature CNS. These 

inhibitory environmental factors are associated with glial cell surfaces and the 

extracellular matrix and surround regenerating axons, preventing them from growing 

[202]. SCI leads initially to the death of cells, including neurons, oligodendrocytes, 

astrocytes and precursor cells [203], interrupting descending (motor) and ascending 

(sensor) axonal tracts (Fig. 5). After the initial insult, additional structures and 

functions are lost through active secondary processes, in which resident and invading 

inflammatory cells (including neutrophils, microglia, macrophages and T cells) can 
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have a range of destructive and reparative roles [204]. SCI culminates in glial 

scarring, a multifactorial process that involves reactive astrocytes, microglia and 

macrophages, fibroblasts and Schwann cells [205]. The scar is often oriented 

perpendicular to the neuraxis, containing secreted and transmembrane molecular 

inhibitors of axon growth, including several chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans 

(CSPGs) [206]. The glial scar serves as the primary barrier to regenerating axons and 

compelling evidence demonstrated its pivotal role in halting advancing growth cones 

[205]. Dissociated adult neuronal-initiated axons grew rapidly (1 mm/day) over long 

distances through intact as well as degenerating white matter. Regenerating axons 

instead entered into but then halted abruptly within CSPG-rich territory of the lesion 

core, and growth cones took on the collapsed bulbous morphology, showing 

dystrophic endings (Fig. 6). Dystrophic growth cones were first described as “sterile 

clubs” by Ramón y Cajal [207], who also noted their persistence in a stable and 

quiescent state. Thus, when confronted with the inhibitory environment of the glial 

scar, growth cones undergo dramatic changes that prevent their continued growth 

[205].    
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Figure 5. Spinal cord after injury [197]. Schematic showing a sagittal view through 
a region of cervical spinal cord injury, depicting a combination of features from 
different types of injury. Many cells die immediately, as well as progressively, after 
SCI. Cysts usually form after contusion injury. After penetrating injury, cells from the 
PNS often invade the injury site to form a connective tissue scar that incorporates 
astrocytes, progenitor cells and microglia. Many ascending and descending axons are 
interrupted and fail to regenerate over long distances. Some axons form new circuits 
with motor neurons via interneurons.   

 

Interestingly, more recent research has indicated that axons with dystrophic endings 

do not lose their ability to regenerate, and that they can in fact return to active growth 

states [208]. Chronically injured axons in the spinal cord can regenerate into 

implanted peripheral nerve grafts after four weeks of stagnation in the lesion 
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environment. More importantly, even in one-year-old lesions of the adult rubrospinal 

tract, cells that are treated in the vicinity of their bodies with BDNF, can restore the 

size of their soma and induce axonal growth, upregulating also the growth-associated 

protein GAP-43. These findings points to the regenerative and plastic potential of 

NTFs in CNS repair [209]. From a different perspective, it was shown that removing 

CSPGs glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chains by the enzyme chondroitinase ABC, it 

attenuates CSPG inhibitory activity, leading to axonal growth in vitro and in vivo. 

This approach also upregulated regeneration-associated markers in injured neurons, 

promoted the regeneration of both ascending sensory projections and descending 

corticospinal tract axons, leading to functional recovery of locomotor and 

proprioceptive behaviors [210]. Although the CSPGs inhibitory effect, new spinal 

circuits can bypass the lesion site in some specific cases. This include the sprouting of 

injured corticospinal axons onto spared, long descending propriospinal tracts that 

increase connectivity with lumbar motor neurons, but their beneficial effect in 

complete transection cases are very limited with almost non-clinical relevance. 

Moreover, cortical sensorimotor areas can functionally rearrange and, at the 

subcortical level, the rubrospinal system can reorganize and compensate for much of 

the function lost after corticospinal injury [211]. Therefore, although there is some 

spontaneous repair after CNS injury, it is incomplete with little beneficial effects from 

a sensorimotor perspective.  
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Fig. 6. The glial scar acts as the primary barrier to regenerating axons [205]. (A) 
Regenerating axons halt abruptly at the glial scar in close association with NG2 glia, 
and axon endings take on a state of dystrophy. (B) Drawing by Ramón y Cajal (1928) 
of the edges of a complete transection lesion to the spinal cord. Cajal noted that 
adjacent to the lesion, fine axons terminate in rings or little clubs while larger axons 
end in voluminous clubs. (C) Illustration of a growth cone. Microtubules are bundled 
and oriented toward the direction of the growing axon. Growth cones also have a 
highly organized F-actin network and several filopodia. (D) Dystrophic end bulbs 
have disorganized microtubules and a disrupted F-actin network. Large membrane 
blebs or inclusions can be observed within retraction clubs. Dystrophic axons 
associate with NG2 glia in the outer margin of the lesion core, forming “synaptoids” 
that exhibit similar properties to a mature synapse, with numerous presynaptic 
vesicles and omega structures, and a post-synaptic density at the NG2 glial 
membrane.  

 

Treatment of spinal cord injuries always starts with restraining the spine and 

controlling inflammation to prevent further damage and in all cases will require 
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substantial physical therapy and rehabilitation. Active research into molecular 

treatments for SCI includes delivery of cAMP or small GTPases, steroids injections, 

electrical conduction enhancement, glial scar inhibition or degradation, NTFs delivery 

and SCs alone or in combination with tissue engineering [197,212]. The potential to 

bridge the injured spinal cord and to repopulate the area of injury with cells that might 

restore axonal continuity, and promote axonal growth back to its distal targets has 

fascinated SCI researchers for decades. Cellular transplantations for the treatment of 

SCI have been the subject of many preclinical studies over the past two decades. 

Various cell types have been championed based on their potential to form myelin, 

promote and guide axonal growth, and bridge the site of injury. The most studied cells 

for SCI are schwann cells, activated macrophages, olfactory ensheathing glial cells 

(OEG), NSC/NPCs, MSCs and more recently iPSCs and dental pulp SCs, extensively 

reviewed by Tetzlaff et al. and Silva et al. [212,213]. Of particular interest is the fact 

that many of these cells secrete NTFs, which may have neuroprotective effects and/or 

promote plasticity in the spared spinal cord [212]. NTFs are tightly linked to cell 

growth, guidance, and survival during nervous system development and homeostasis. 

Their expression persists throughout adulthood in many CNS regions associated with 

functional plasticity (hippocampus, cortex and olfactory bulb). Conversely, the spinal 

cord deals with a huge reduction in NTFs levels from embryonic state to adult 

maturation [214]. Thus, increasing NTFs levels might promote survival, regeneration 

as well as synaptic plasticity to overcome the SCI. Specifically, NTFs have been 

capable to promote axonal regeneration and sprouting of both ascending and 

descending fibers [215]. It was shown that BDNF promotes regeneration of 

raphespinal, rubrospinal and reticulospinal motor axons and proprioceptive sensory 

axons [216,217], NGF promote the sprouting and regeneration of cholinergic motor 
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axons, primary nociceptive sensory axons, and cerulospinal axons [218,219] and NT-

3 has an effect similar to BDNF [220]. Other factors, such as bFGF, VEGF, and 

GDNF, also demonstrated to have a beneficial effect after administration in SCI 

models [221-223]. Hence, the beneficial effects of cellular therapies that secrete a 

host of molecules are multifactorial and often difficult to attribute to one single 

mechanism [213].  

1.3.   Tissue engineering  
	  
Tissue engineering is an emerging multidisciplinary field involving biology, 

medicine, and engineering aimed at restoring, maintaining, or enhancing tissue and 

organ functions by combining biomaterials, scaffolds, cells, and biologically active 

molecules [224]. Since 1987 the field has advanced considerably, resulting in the 

development of scaffolds harboring diverse characteristics, cell culture conditions as 

well as physical inputs, to control cell fate and modulate regenerative efficiencies. 

Scaffolds can be used to promote the viability and differentiation of SCs seeded 

inside, based on both the intrinsic properties of the material and the incorporation of 

specific cues into the material (Fig. 7). Scaffolds can be classified as either natural or 

synthetic, which can be broken down further into the following subtypes of materials: 

protein-based, polysaccharide-based, polymer-based, peptide-based, and ceramic-

based biomaterials [225]. Among all, three-dimensional (3D) scaffolds seem to be the 

most appropriate for developing SCs based-engineered tissues and cell delivery for in 

vitro and in vivo applications [226,227]. For a successful result, scaffolds should 

possess a number of properties and defined characteristics. Scaffolds should be 

biocompatible, i.e., cannot elicit an immune response after host implantation; have 

desirable physical characteristics, which includes high porosity, large surface area, 

large pore size, fully interconnected geometry, and adequate mechanical strength; be 
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biodegradable, the ideal scaffold should only be totally degraded by the time the 

injury site is totally regenerated; and have desirable surface properties, i.e., the 

scaffold should provide chemical and topographical signals to modulate cell 

organization [212]. 

 

 

Figure 7. Diagram showing the various approaches in tissue engineering using 
cells, scaffolds, or their combination [228]. The cells or engineered constructs can 
be cultivated and stimulated in vitro prior to surgical implantation or injection in vivo. 
Various parameters affecting the scaffolds and various cell types used are shown, in 
addition to different methods of cultivation or stimulation.  

The choice of the scaffold biomaterial, being natural or synthetic, onto which cells are 

seeded, grow and proliferate, is central to the tissue-engineering efficacy. Biomaterial 

properties have been shown to directly affect cell organization and differentiation 

[229,230]. Thus, manipulation of scaffold composition can provide a powerful 

approach to explore and enhance different regenerative processes e.g. vascularization 

both in vitro and in vivo [231]. The scaffold biomaterial must consider requisites for 
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structural support of cells (typically provided by synthetic scaffolds) and for 

biological interactions (usually provided by naturally harvested materials) allowing 

for cell adhesion, migration, and differentiation into functional tissue [232].  

Recently the Levenberg group reported the combination of synthetic and natural 

scaffolds as a novel approach for generating vascular networks by applying a 

multicellular culturing technique within 3D combined scaffolds [231]. For the 

scaffold combination approach, they choose the fibrin matrix, naturally formed upon 

thrombin-driven proteolysis of fibrinogen during blood clotting. Fibrin was shown to 

promote angiogenesis, survival and differentiation of neural SCs into neurons as well 

as enhancement of neurite outgrowth of mammalian neurons [233-236]. On the other 

hand the synthetic part was delivered by the combination of poly(lactide-co-

glycolide) (PLGA) and poly(L-lactide) (PLLA), being at the end a fibrin-

PLLA/PLGA implantable scaffold. The PLLA/PLGA are copolymers which are used 

in a host of Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved therapeutic devices, 

owing to its biodegradability and biocompatibility [237]. It was reported that the 

combination of NSCs and synthetic scaffolds with aligned porosity reduce scar 

formation and improved functional recovery in rat SCI [238]. Specifically, 

PLLA/PLGA was shown to exhibit a high degree of biocompatibility in the brain and 

spinal cord and promote the survival and differentiation of neuronal and vascular 

progenitors aimed at transplantation strategies [231,239].  
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2. RESEARCH AIMS 
 
The general objective of this work was to evaluate hOMSC therapeutic potential for 

designing novel restorative approaches for neural-related disorders based on the two 

classical pillars of cell therapy, cell replacement and cell-based neuroprotection. 

Specifically and in order to accomplish our objectives, hOMSC were induced by 

medium-based protocols, into DA-like neurons for PD, as well as, neuronal-support 

or astrocyte-like cells for neuroprotection of acute traumatic events of the peripheral 

and central nervous system, being SNI and SCI respectively.  

3. MATERIALS 
 
 
Table 1. Cell culture reagents 
 

Material  Manufacturer  Website  Catalogue #  

Alamar Blue®  AbD Serotec  http://www.abdsero
tec.com  BUF012B  

Brain derived 
neurotrophic factor - 
human 

Peprotech http://www.peprote
ch.com 450-02 

dbcAMP Sigma http://www.sigma.c
om D0260 

Dulbecco`s Modified 
Eagle Medium 
(DMEM), with 1g/l 
D-Glucose (Low 
Glucose), with 
Sodium Pyruvate 
110mg/l, without L-
Glutamine 

Biological 
Industries, 
BeitHaemek, Israel  

http://www.bioind.
com  01-050-1  

Epidermal growth 
factor - human Peprotech http://www.peprote

ch.com AF-100-15 

Fetal bovine serum 
(FBS), Heat 
inactivated  

Biological 
Industries, 
BeitHaemek, Israel  

http://www.bioind.
com  04-121-1  
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Fibroblast growth 
factor 2 - human Peprotech http://www.peprote

ch.com 100-18B 

Fibroblast growth 
factor 8 - human Peprotech http://www.peprote

ch.com 100-25 

H2O2  Merck-Millipore  http://www.merck
millipore.com  107210 

IBMX Sigma http://www.sigma.c
om I7018 

L-Glutamine 200mM  
Biological 
Industries, 
BeitHaemek, Israel  

http://www.bioind.
com  03-020-1  

Neuregulin - human Peprotech http://www.peprote
ch.com 100-03 

Penicillin 10000 
U/ml / streptomycin 
10 mg/ml / nystatin 
1250 U/ml (PSN)  

Biological 
Industries, 
BeitHaemek, Israel  

http://www.bioind.
com  03-032-1  

Phosphate buffer 
saline (PBS)  

Biological 
Industries, 
BeitHaemek, Israel  

http://www.bioind.
com  02-020-1  

Platelet-derived 
growth factor - 
human 

Peprotech http://www.peprote
ch.com 06529-1 

Poly(L-lactide) acid Polysciences http://www.polysci
ences.com 06529-1 

Poly(lactide-co-
glycolide) acid Sigma  http://www.sigmaal

drich.com  719889 

Polybrenne  Sigma  http://www.sigmaal
drich.com  H9268  

Sonic Hedgehog - 
human Peprotech http://www.peprote

ch.com 100-45 

Trypsin (0.25%) 
EDTA (0.05%)  

Biological 
Industries, 
BeitHaemek, Israel  

http://www.bioind.
com  03-052-1  

Water- Cell Culture 
Grade  

Biological 
Industries, 
BeitHaemek, Israel  

http://www.bioind.
com  03-055-1  

Wnt-1 - human Peprotech http://www.peprote
ch.com 120-17 

 
 
 
Table 2. Equipment and software 
 
Instrumentation Manufacturer 

-80oC RevcoFreezer Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.Waltham, MA, 
USA  
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ABI Prism 7000 sequence detection 
system Autoclave 

Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA 
Tuttnauer, USA  

BX52TF normal & fluorescent light 
source microscope Olympus, Tokyo, Japan  

Centrifuge 5403 or 5417C or 5810R Ohermle Z 360 K 
Centrifuge RC5C plus Ohermle Z 360 K 
DP50-CU microscope digital camera Olympus, Tokyo, Japan 
Electrophoresis power supply model 
3000Xi BioRad, Japan 

Gel box for Electrophoresis BioRad, Japan 
Horizontal orbital shakerSf-670, 
class 2.0 MRC, Holon, Israel 

Ice machine Scotsman AF-10, Italy  
Incubator Tuttnauer, USA  
IX70-S8F2 normal & fluorescent 
light source microscope Tuttnauer, USA  

Laminar hood – Class II Tuttnauer, USA  
Light-microscope BH-2 Olympus, Tokyo, Japan  

Odyssey 
LI-COR, Lincoln, NE, USA Biometra, 
Goettingen, Germany 
MettlerToledo,Switzerland BioRad, Japan  

Odyssey 2.1 software  
LI-COR, Lincoln, NE, USA Biometra, 
Goettingen, Germany 
MettlerToledo,Switzerland BioRad, Japan  

Odyssey Infrared Imager , 9120 
LI-COR, Lincoln, NE, USA Biometra, 
Goettingen, Germany 
MettlerToledo,Switzerland BioRad, Japan  

PCR device 
San Diego instruments, San Diego, CA, USA 
Applied biosystems, Foster City, California, 
U.S.A Nano-drop, Wilmington, DE, USA 

pH Meter MP220 BIO-TEK instruments. Inc, VT, USA 
Quantity One® BioRad, Japan  

Rotarod 
San Diego instruments, San Diego, CA, USA 
Applied biosystems, Foster City, California, 
U.S.A Nano-drop, Wilmington, DE, USA 

Spectrophotometer 
PowerWaveXmicroplate reader  BIO-TEK instruments. Inc, VT, USA 

StepOnePlusTM Real Time PCR 
System and software 
Spectrophotometer ND-1000 

Applied biosystems, Foster City, California, 
U.S.A Nano-drop, Wilmington, DE, USA 

Ultra centrifuge optima-L-90K – 
32SwTi adapter Cryostat 

Eppendurf 5403, Hamburg, Germany Sorvall 
instruments, Newtown, CT, USA Beckman 
coulter, NyonSwitzerland Leica, Wezlar, 
Germany 
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Table 3. Primers 
 
Gene Forward Reverse 
B-III 
TUBULIN CTCAGGGGCCTTTGGACATC CAGGCAGTCGCAGTTTTCAC 
BDNF AGCTCCGGGTTGGTATACTGG CCTGGTGGAACTTCTTTGCG 
DAT CCAGCAATGACCATGAAG AGGCCACCCATGAGTAGG 

EAAT1 
CGAAGCCATCATGAGACTGGT
A 

TCCCAGCAATCAGGAAGAGA
A 

EAAT2  TTGGCTAGAGGAACCCAAG  CAGGATGACACCAAACACCG
T  

FOXA1 GGCTGAAACCAGCGACTG AGGCTCCTGCGTGTCTG 

FOXA2 GGGAGCGGTGAAGATGGA TCATGTTGCTCACGGAGGAGT
A 

GAPDH CGACAGTCAGCCGCATCTT CCAATACGACCAAATCCGTTG 

GFAP GCCACTGTGAGGCAGAAGCT 
TGGCTTCATCTGCTTCCTGTCT
A 

LDHA 
CCATACAGGCACACTGGAATC
TC 

ATCTTGACCTACGTGGCTTGG
A 

LMX1A CCTGCAGGAAGGTGAGAGAG
A TGGACGACACGGACACTCAG 

NANOG TGCCTCACACGGAGACTGTC AGTGGGTTGTTTGCCTTT 

NCAM1 AACCACTCAGACTACATCTGC
CAC 

CCTGTCAATCATGCTGTTGGT
G 

OCT--4 CTTCCCTCCAACCAGTTGCCC
CAAAC 

GACAGGGGGAGGGGAGGAGC
TAG 

OTX2 CGAGGGTGCAGGTATGGTTTA TCCCGAGCTGGAGATGTCTT 

P75 CGTATTCCGACGAGGCCAACC 
CCACAAGGCCCACAACCACA
GC 

PITX3 TCTGGAAGGTCGCCTCTAGCT TCTGGAAGGTCGCCTCTAGCT 
SOX2 CAGGAGAACCCCAAGATGC GCAGCCGCTTAGCCTCG 
VEGF TACCTCCACCATGCCAAGTG GATGATTCTGCCCTCCTCCTT 

 
 
 
Table 4. Antibodies 
 

Antibody  Dilution  Manufacturer  Website  Catalog#  

Rabbit α GFAP 1/200 DAKO  http://www.dako.com  Z0334  

Mouse α 
S100β  1/200 Sigma  http://www.sigmaaldri

ch.com  S2532  

Rabbit α 
BDNF 1/100 Santa Cruz 

biotechnology  http://www.scbt.com  G2781  

Rabbit α 1/100 Santa Cruz http://www.scbt.com  G2745 
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GDNF biotechnology  

Rabbit α IGF-1 1/100 Santa Cruz 
biotechnology  http://www.scbt.com  G2729 

Rabbit α GLT-
1  1/200  Santa Cruz 

biotechnology  http://www.scbt.com  SC-15317  

Rabbit αVEGF 1/100 Santa Cruz 
biotechnology  http://www.scbt.com  G2736 

Goat α GFP 
(immunocytoc
hemistry)  

1/200 Santa Cruz 
biotechnology  http://www.scbt.com  SC-5384  

Mouse α β-
actin  1/200 Sigma  http://www.sigmaaldri

ch.com  T8660  

Mouse α b-III 
tubulin  1/200 Sigma  http://www.sigmaaldri

ch.com  T7452 

Rabbit α 
CD11b 1/100 Santa Cruz 

biotechnology  http://www.scbt.com  G2729 

Rabbit α 
NF200 1/200 Millipore http://www.millipore.

com AB1989 

Rabbit α 
GAP43 1/200 Millipore http://www.millipore.

com AB5220 

Rabbit α CSPG 1/200 Millipore http://www.millipore.
com MAB5284 

Rabbit α 
EAAT1 1/200 Abcam http://www.abcam.co

m 

Ab416 

Mouse α HuNu 1/200 Millipore http://www.millipore.
com MAB1281 

Rabbit α PITx3 1/200 Millipore http://www.millipore.
com MAB5722 

Rabbit α 
NURR1 1/200 Santa Cruz 

biotechnology  http://www.scbt.com  G2736 

Rabbit 
αLMX1A 1/200 Santa Cruz 

biotechnology  http://www.scbt.com  G2736 

Rabbit α TH 1/200 Sigma  http://www.sigmaaldri
ch.com  G2736 

Goat α GFP 
(immunocytoc
hemistry)  

1/200 Santa Cruz 
biotechnology  http://www.scbt.com  SC-5384  

Mouse α β-
actin  1:10,000  Sigma  http://www.sigmaaldri

ch.com  T8660  

Alexa 488 
conjugated 
goat anti rabbit  

1/500 Molecular 
probes  

http://www.invitrogen
.com  A11008  

Alexa 568 
conjugated 
goat anti 
mouse  

1/500 Molecular 
probes  

http://www.invitrogen
.com  A11031  
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Alexa 488 
conjugated 
donkey anti 
goat  

1/500 Molecular 
probes  

http://www.invitrogen
.com  A11055  

Goat α Rabbit 
IRDye 800CW  1:10,000  LI-COR  http://www.licor.com  926-32211  

Goat α Rabbit 
IRDye 680RD  1:10,000  LI-COR  http://www.licor.com  926-32221  

Goat α Mouse 
IRDye 800CW  1:10,000  LI-COR  http://www.licor.com  926-32219  

Goat α Mouse 
IRDye 680RD  1:10,000  LI-COR  http://www.licor.com  926-32220  

Donkey α Goat 
IRDye 800CW  1:10,000  LI-COR  http://www.licor.com  926-32214  

 
 
 
 
Table 5. Other materials 
 

Material  Manufacturer Website 
Catalogue 
number 

Cell culture flasks  Corning  
http://www.corning.co
m  3290 

 Paraformaldehyde 
(PFA)  Sigma 

http://www.sigmaaldric
h.com  P6148 

2-methylbutane Sigma 
http://www.sigmaaldric
h.com  M6250  

4',6-Diamidino-2-
phenylindole 
Dihydrochloride 
(DAPI, 10 µg/ml)  Sigma 

http://www.sigmaaldric
h.com  D9542  

BCA protein assay 
kit  Pierce 

http://www.piercenet.co
m  23225 

Bovine serum 
albumin (BSA)  Sigma 

http://www.sigmaaldric
h.com  A-4503  

Complete protease 
inhibitor cocktail 

Roche 
Diagnostics http://www.roche.com  12505200 

Dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO)  Sigma 

http://www.sigmaaldric
h.com  D-5879  

EDTA Merck-Millipore 
http://www.merckmillip
ore.com  108418 

Fluoromount-G Southernbiotech 
http://www.southernbio
tech.com  0100-01 

Goat serum  
Biological 
Industries http://www.bioind.com 04-009-1B  

Nitrocellulose 
membrane GE Healthcare 

http://www.gelifescienc
es.com  10401180 
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Platinum Sybr 
green qPCR mix Invitrogen 

http://www.invitrogen.c
om  11744-500  

Saline  Teva 
http://www.tevageneric
s.com  AWB1324  

Sucrose Frutarom 
http://www.frutarom.co
m/  2355538000 

SuperScriptIII 
Reverse 
Transcriptase kit Invitrogen 

http://www.invitrogen.c
om  18080-051  

Tissue culture 
dishes Corning  

http://www.corning.co
m  

3516, 3524, 
3596  

Tris/HCl pH 6,8 USB 
http://www.usbweb.co
m/  75825 

TritonX-100  Sigma 
http://www.sigmaaldric
h.com  T-6878  

 

4. METHODS 
 
All the protocols used in this work regarding animal management were approved by 

the Institutional Helsinki Committee at the Baruch Padeh Medical Center, Poria, 

Israel, Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel and Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, 

Israel.   

 

4.1.  Naïve hOMSC cell culture  
	  
hOMSC were obtained from oral mucosa biopsies from different healthy donors  24, 

29 and 35 years old after obtaining written informed consent from the donors and the 

approval of the Institutional Helsinki Committee at the Baruch Padeh Medical Center, 

Poria, Israel, by Dr. Pour and Araidy, Helsinki approval number 2010-11220. 

hOMSC were isolated from biopsies and expanded in Prof. Pitaru’s lab, based on the 

Helsinki approved protocol and a research collaboration with the Baruch Padeh 

Medical Center. Cells were expanded in medium consisting of low-glucose 

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 100 µg/ml streptomycin, 
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100 U/ml penicillin, (Biological Industries, Beit-Haemek, Israel), glutamine 2mM 

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) (Gibco) as 

described by Marynka-Kalmani et al 2010 [36]. Briefly, biopsies were incubated at 

4°C overnight in dispase (Sigma, Israel). Then, the epithelial layer was separated 

from the lamina propria and the last was minced into pieces of about 0.5 mm3. The 

pieces were placed on the floor of 35 mm culture dishes (Nunc). The above 

mentioned expansion medium was added gently to the explants to allow their 

attachment to the floor of the dish. Cells that emigrated from the explant to the culture 

dishes were harvested with 0.25% Trypsin (Biological Industries, Beit-Haemek, 

Israel) and seeded at a cell density of 4X104 cells/1 cm2. Cells were passaged at 70 -

80% confluence. HOMSC at passages 4-20 were used in the below described 

experiments. After the isolation and expansion process at Prof. Pitaru’s lab, the cells 

were delivered to us for each experiment. 

 

4.2.  HOMSC dopaminergic induction 
	  
hOMSC were cultured in serum free medium supplemented with N2 (GIBCO), basic 

fibroblast growth factor 2 (bFGF) (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) and 

epidermal growth factor (EGF) (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA), each at a 

final concentration of 20ng/ml for 48hr. Thereafter, the cultures were incubated for 15 

days in Neurobasal medium supplemented with 0.5% B27, 250ng/mL Sonic 

Hedgehog (Shh), 100ng/mL of Wnt-1 and FGF-8, 50ng/mL of BDNF and bFGF and 

200µM of ascorbic acid. All factors were obtained from Peprotech Asia unless 

otherwise specified. hOMSC cultures maintained only in serum free  medium, served 

as controls for the experiments described below. hOMSC were differentiated into 
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osteoblastic-like cells described elsewhere [36], serving as differentiation controls for 

immunofluorescence studies. 

 

 

4.3.  HOMSC astrocyte induction 
 

A two-step medium based induction protocol was performed. In the first step, the 

cells were incubated in serum free conditions (DMEM low glucose/SPN/Glutamine) 

with the addition of N2 supplement (GIBCO), basic Fibroblast Growth Factor 2 

(bFGF) (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) and Epidermal Growth Factor 

(EGF) (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) all of these supplements at a final 

concentration of 20 ng/mL. Following 72 hr, the second differentiation step was 

initiated.  Cells were incubated in serum free medium (DMEM low 

glucose/SPN/Glutamine) with the addition of Dibutyril Cyclic AMP (dbcAMP) 

(1mM) (SIGMA, Israel), 3-Isobutyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX) (0.5mM) (SIGMA, 

Israel), Neuregulin (50ng/mL) and PDGF (1ng/mL) (Peprotech Asia) for additional 

72 hr. For conditioned medium experiments, medium was replaced with serum free 

medium after the end of the differentiation protocol and cells were incubated for 

another 48 hs. Resultant medium was centrifuged to remove cells and debris, protease 

inhibitor was added and stored at -80 °C until used.  

 

4.4.  HOMSC scaffold seeding and differentiation 
	  
Naïve hOMSC were harvested with tripsin (Biological Industries, Israel), counted and 

aliquoted 5x105 cells/tube. Cells were resuspended in 20µl of human thrombin (Omrix 

Biopharmaceuticals, Israel) and further mixed with 20µl of human fibrinogen solution 
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(Biological Active Components 2, Omrix Biopharmaceuticals, Israel) and then added 

immediately into the rigid PLLA/PLGA scaffold. Porous sponges composed of 50% 

PLLA and 50% PLGA were fabricated utilizing a particulate leaching technique to 

achieve pore sizes of 212-600µm and 93% porosity [240]. Briefly, PLLA 

(Polysciences) and PLGA (Boehringer Ingelheim) were dissolved 1:1 in chloroform 

to yield a 5% (wt/vol) polymer solution; 0.24 ml of this solution was loaded into 

molds packed with 0.4 gr sodium chloride particles. The solvent was allowed to 

evaporate overnight, and the sponges were subsequently immersed for 8hr in distilled 

water (changed every hour) to leach the salt and create an interconnected, porous 

structure. Final PLLA/PLGA sponges were circular with a diameter of 6 mm and 

thickness of 1 mm (obtained by cutting with a puncher). Before use, sponges were 

soaked in 70% (v/v) ethyl alcohol overnight and washed three times with PBS.  After 

the addition fibrin/thrombin cellular solution onto the PLLA/PLGA scaffold, the 

whole construct was left to polymerize for 30 min inside the incubator (37οC, 5% 

CO2, high humidity) on 24-wells plates (non-tissue culture). After the incubation, 1 

ml of hOMSC growing medium was added to each well overnight. The next day, 

medium was replaced and cells to be used in their naïve or undifferentiated state were 

maintained for six days in growing medium, while for the differentiated cells medium 

was replaced and maintained in differentiation medium I and II for a total of six days 

as described in hOMSC astrocyte-induction [241]. Naïve and induced seeded hOMSC 

viability was assessed using the ethidium/calcein – Live/dead assay (Invitrogen, CA, 

USA).   

4.5.  Cell viability assay 
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We have tested the ability of undifferentiated and differentiated hOMSC conditioned 

media prepared as described above to protect mouse motor neuron-like hybrid cell-

line (NSC-34) from hypoxia (2% O2, 5% C02, 93% N2) and oxidative stress (H2O2 

25µM). NSC-34 were plated in 96 well plates at a 10.000 cells/well and placed in a 

hypoxic environment for 72 hours in a chamber together with the respective 

conditioned media. After 72 hours, Alamar blue 10% (AbDSerotec, Kidlington, UK) 

was added to the cells to quantify viability. The assay was conducted in triplicate and 

results were read at wavelengths of 590nm using a fluostar device. Results were 

normalized to cells under the same treatments in normoxia. For oxidative stress 

studies NSC-34 cells were exposed to 25µM hydrogen peroxide (SIGMA, Israel) and 

incubated with conditioned media of undifferentiated and differentiated hOMSC for 

24 hr. Data was normalized and expressed as percentage of cells present in serum free 

conditions with no insult.  

 

4.6.  Midbrain mouse primary culture 
 

Mouse mesencephalic primary cultures were generated as described elsewhere [242] 

using four days old mice. 250,000 cells were seeded in 24 well plates and examined 

for dopaminergic neurons markers analysis after fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde 

(PFA).  

 

4.7.  Mouse embryonic fibroblasts isolation and culture 
 

Mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) were isolated from mice embryos on embryonic 

day 14.5. Internal organs, eyes, and spinal cord were carefully removed and cultures 
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as described elsewhere [139]. MEFs were passaged at least three times before seeded 

in 24 well plates and fixed with 4% PFA. MEFs served as negative controls and were 

examined for dopaminergic neurons marker expression.  

 

4.8. Real-time PCR  
 

Total RNA from four donors were isolated by TRI reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, 

USA) according to the supplier’s recommendations. 2µg of RNA was used for reverse 

transcription performed with random primers and SuperScriptIII (Invitrogen, 

Carlsbad, CA, USA). Real-time PCR of the genes of interest was performed in an 

ABI Prism 7700 sequence detection system (Applied Biosystems) by using 

PlatinumR SYBRR Green qPCR SuperMix UDG with ROX (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 

CA, USA). PCR amplification was performed by 40 cycles (program: 2 min at 50°C; 

2 min at 95°C; 40 repeats of 15 s at 95°C and 30 s at 60°C). Data was quantified by 

using the ΔΔCt method, normalized to glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 

(GAPDH) or Lactate Dehydrogenase A (LDHA) housekeeping gene for dopaminergic 

and astrocyte induction respectively. ΔCt of undifferentiated cultures were used as 

baseline. Data are presented as the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) change 

from the baseline. Primers' sequences used for RT-PCR analysis are shown in the 

materials sections. 

 

4.9. Immunofluorescence  
	  

4.9.1. Cell culture immunofluorescence 
	  
Naïve and differentiated cell cultures were seeded on glass-coverslips in 24-well 

plates (5x104 cells for 2D dopaminergic and astrocyte induction) and fixed in 4% 
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PFA-PBS. After washing in PBS three times, coverslips were pre-incubated for 60 

min in blocking solution (5% goat serum, 1% BSA, 0.05% Triton-X in PBS). Primary 

antibodies were diluted in the blocking solution and applied overnight at 4°C. 

Detection of the primary antibodies was performed with fluorescent-labeled 

secondary antibodies for 1 h at room temperature. Nuclear DNA was stained using 

4,6-diamino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (1:1000, Sigma, Israel). Cells that were 

incubated overnight with the blocking solution and then incubated only with the 

secondary antibodies served as negative controls and for determining the photography 

exposure settings. In hOMSC dopaminergic induction, midbrain primary cultures 

served as positive controls for dopaminergic markers; mouse embryonic fibroblasts 

and hOMSC-derived osteoblastic cultures (Marynka-Kalmani et al.) served as 

negative controls. To quantify the number of cells positive for dopaminergic or 

neuronal markers and the number of cells co-expressing both types of markers two 

different donors were used. Cell counts for single or double-labeled specimens were 

performed on three non-overlapping randomly selected fields in cultures obtained 

from each of the donors.  

 

Cell seeded scaffolds and spinal cord immunofluorescence 

Differentiated hOMSC were seeded onto the scaffold (5x105 cells/scaffold, as 

described in 4.4 hOMSC seeding and differentiation), fixed in PFA 4% and washed 

with PBS. Scaffolds were sectioned using a cryostat (Leica CM1850), producing 

serial sections of 10 µm and placed on glass slides for further examination. The 

immunofluorescence results were expressed as Mean ± SEM. Olympus IX70-S8F2 

microscope (excitation wavelength, 330–385 nm; barrier filter, 420 nm) and a U-

MNU filter cube (Olympus, Center Valley, PA) were used in all the experiments.  
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4.9.2. Tissue immunofluorescence 
 

Brain and spinal cord analysis - Rats were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine and 

perfused with PFA 4%. Brains (n=4/group) and spinal cords (n=4/group) were 

dissected, embedded in OCT and sectioned (20µm) using a cryostat (Leica CM1850, 

Germany) 60 and 59 days after the transplantation procedure respectively. Antigen 

retrieval was performed by boiling the slides in 10Mm citrate buffer for 10 min. 

Sections were blocked in 5% goat serum, 1% BSA, 0.05% Triton-X in PBS for 2 hr 

and incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. For immunofluorescence, 

sections were incubated with conjugated secondary antibodies. For 

immunohistochemistry the DAB (3-3’ diaminobenzidine) peroxidase kit (Vector 

Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) was used to visualize the primary antibody 

according to the manufacturer's instructions. Sections incubated overnight with 

blocking solution and then only with the secondary antibodies or with DAB, served as 

negative controls and for determining the photography exposure settings (Fig. 15). 

Sections from the same animals were used for immunochemistry and 

immunofluorescence. Six slides/animal were used for immunodetection analysis. 

Specifically for spinal cords/scaffold image processing, histological staining was 

performed on 3-11 sections of each scaffold extracted from the specimen post-

mortem. Using custom-made MATLAB software the region of interest (ROI) was 

identified manually to exclude non-scaffold area. The resultant image was 

decomposed to blue, green and red channels. For each channel a threshold filter was 

applied at 35% of the maximum intensity value to remove noise. The total pixels area 

was calculated and normalized to the actual area of the ROI.  Following manual 

definition of ROI the neurofilament images were cleaned using morphological 

operators. The resultant clean image was segmented into divided regions. Regions 
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larger than a certain threshold were automatically excluded from the ROI to avoid 

miss-calculation of large bundles of connected neurons. For each region we calculated 

2nd order moments to obtain major and minor axis lengths. All areas having minor 

axis to major axis ratio smaller than 0.4 were identified as elongated axons. The 

relative area of the axons compared to the area of the corrected ROI was used as 

axonal elongation rate. 

 

iii.1) Neuromuscular analysis 

Animals were sacrificed with CO2 and hindlimb muscles were dissected and frozen in 

liquid nitrogen. Muscles were sectioned at 30µm using a cryostat (Leica CM1850, 

Germany) and placed on glass slides for staining. Sections (n=10/animal) were fixed 

with 4% PFA-PBS, blocked and labeled with respective antibodies. For NTFs 

expression, cellular markers and neuromuscular junction analysis (NMJ), slides were 

treated as described previously. NTFs and hOMSC markers quantification was 

performed by integrated density of fluorescence by Image J software (National 

Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA, http://imagej.nih.gov/ij). For the later, 

NMJs were classified into two groups based on the degree of innervation of 

postsynaptic receptor plaques by nerve terminals and counted manually. 

Colocalization of alpha-bungarotoxin (red) and synaptophysin (green) were followed. 

Endplates were scored as “innervated” if there was an overlap with the axon terminal 

(yellow), or “denervated” if the end plate was not associated with an axon (red or 

green).  
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4.10. Graft survival and migration 
	  
To analyze cell survival following transplantation hOMSC were infected with 

lentiviral particles (Gateway, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) carrying the 

pLentiCMV-GFP-Puro plasmid (Addgene #17448, kindly deposited by Eric 

Campeau) and selected for puromycin resistance (2µg/mL) for two weeks. Selected 

colonies were expanded and submitted to the differentiation protocol described above 

or maintained in expansion medium. GFP-grafted cells were correlated with human 

nuclei expression in the analyzed tissue. 

i) Muscle 

Naïve and differentiated GFP+ cells were transplanted following SNI in 12 animals as 

described above, each type of cell in a group of 6 animals. Three animals from each 

group were sacrificed four hours after transplantation. The remaining 6 animals 

treated with GFP+ cells and the animals used for motor tests were sacrificed 10 days 

after transplantation with CO2. The hind limb muscles were removed and frozen in 

liquid nitrogen.  Muscles were sectioned perpendicularly to the long axis of the 

muscle. Serial sections of 30µm were obtained using a cryostat (Leica CM1850, 

Germany) and placed on glass slides for histological and immunochemistry staining. 

Tissue sections of animals that did not receive cells were used as negative controls 

and for determining the photography exposure settings. For determining cell 

engraftment and migration, the number of DAPI/GFP positive cells was determined 

along a distance of 1280 (640 µm in each of the rostral and caudal directions from the 

transplantation site) at 4 hrs and 10 days post-transplantation.  

ii) Spinal cord  

For graft survival analysis in the spinal cord, hOMSC-GFP were seeded on scaffolds 

and transplanted into the rat spinal cord  (n=2). After 56 days, rats were anesthetized 
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with ketamine/xylazine and perfused with PFA 4%. Serial sagittal sections of the 

spinal cord (20µm) were generated and one every four sections was analyzed for graft 

survival at the end of the experimental period.   

 

4.11. Western blot 
 

Cells were lysed in buffer containing PBS, 1% SDS, complete protease inhibitor 

(Sigma, Israel) and loaded into SDS-PAGE 12%. Three cell cultures from each 

condition were used as biological replicates. Gels were transferred using liquid 

transference (300mA, 1.15hs) and membranes were blocked using PBS buffer 5% 

milk for 2 hours at room temperature. The membranes were probed with respective 

antibodies detailed in the materials section, followed by IRDye (680, 800 nm) 

conjugated secondary antibody (LI-COR, Nebraska, USA). The membranes were 

analyzed and bands quantified with Odyssey infrared imaging systems (LI-COR, 

Nebraska, USA), using actin expression as normalization factor.  

 

4.12. Dopamine quantification 
 

Dopamine content determination was performed by reverse-phase HPLC. For in vitro 

analysis of cellular release after hOMSC induction, we used three independent cell 

cultures for each condition, naïve and differentiated. Cell culture media were replaced 

first with HBSS buffer for 35 minutes at 37°C. Then, the HBSS buffer was replaced 

with new HBSS buffer supplemented with 56 mM KCl to induce membrane 

depolarization for another 35 minutes at 37°C. The supernatant was collected and 

stabilized with 4 mM sodium meta-bisulfite (Sigma, Israel) and 1mM EDTA (Sigma, 
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Israel), and stored at -80 ºC. For in vivo analysis of brains dopamine content after 

transplantation, the brains of 4 animals of each of the 3 groups were used. Brains of 

rats sacrificed by CO2, were quickly removed and kept on ice. The control and treated 

hemispheres were separated, homogenized in ice cold 0.1 perchloric acid, centrifuged 

and supernatants were processed as described hereafter. Dopamine was extracted by 

aluminum adsorption and analyzed by injection (20 µl) into a HPLC system (Waters, 

Milford, MA, USA) equipped with a C18 reverse phase, 3 µm LUNA column (100 

mm × 2 mm; Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA). Samples were eluted by 25 mM 

NaH2PO4, 50 mM Na-citrate, 0.03 mM EDTA, 10 mM diethylamine HCl, and 2.2 

mm sodium octyl sulfate (pH 3.2), 30 ml/L methanol and 22 ml/L dimethylacetamide 

at a flow rate of 0.4 ml/ min. Dopamine peak was determined by electrochemical 

detection at a potential of 0.6 V. The dopamine content was calculated by 

extrapolating the peak area from a standard curve (range 1–200 pg of dopamine) 

constructed under the same conditions during each run by the Maxima Workstation 

(Waters). Dopamine concentration is expressed as Mean ± SEM of dopamine 

content/1 million cells. 

 

4.13. ELISA based measurement of NTF secretion 
 

At the end of the differentiation process, human VEGF and BDNF concentrations in 

the cell culture supernatant were measured using a sandwich ELISA procedure 

according to the manufacturer's instructions (DuoSet, R&D System, Minneapolis, 

MN, USA). Medium was processed as conditioned medium (see hOMSC 

differentiation). Briefly, supernatant media samples (100 µL) were measured in 

triplicate per flask. The samples were incubated overnight on coated plates, followed 
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by exposure to a second antibody and streptavidin-HRP based detection (H2O2 and 

tetramethylbenzidine solution). After the addition of the kit stop solution, the 

absorbance at 450 nm and 570 nm was recorded using a Microplate Reader. The 

results (Mean±SEM) were calculated as secreted protein by one million cells per mL 

of medium. 

4.14. The hemiparkinsonian rat model and cell 
transplantation  

 

Eight-week-old male Sprague-Dawley rats (Harlan, Israel), weighing 230-250g, were 

maintained under 12-hour-light/12-hour-dark conditions and grown in individually 

ventilated cages (IVC) with ad libitum access to food and water. All experimental 

protocols were approved by the Tel Aviv University Committee of Animal Use for 

Research and Education. Thirty animals were divided into 3 groups, 10 animals in 

each. Animals in the first, second and third group were allocated for transplantation 

with hOMSC subjected to dopaminergic differentiation, naïve hOMSC and saline, 

respectively. The animals were anesthetized with ketamine and xylazine (60 mg/kg 

and 10 mg/kg, respectively). The DA denervation was induced by stereotactic 

injections of 6 µl of 6OHDA (at a concentration of 2.5 mg/ml in normal saline 

supplemented with 0.02% ascorbic acid into the medial forebrain bundle (MFB) 

(anterior -4.0 mm; lateral -1.3 mm; ventral -7.7 mm, as determined from the bregma 

and the skull surface). Only animals that exhibited an amphetamine-induced rotational 

behavior (>2 rotations/min) were selected for further experimentation. DA-

differentiated and naïve hOMSC were labeled with PKH26 (Sigma, Israel), harvested 

and resuspended at a concentration of 1x105 cells/µl of saline, and maintained on ice 

until transplantation. Four µl of cell suspension were injected at each of two different 
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coordinates (AP -0.8 ML -4.2 DV -5.5, AP 0.0 ML -2.8 DV -4.6). Tripan blue 

staining was performed in parallel aliquots to ascertain 99% cell viability.  

 

4.15. Hemiparkinsonian rats behavioural analysis 
	  
i) Amphetamine induced-rotations test: The effect of subcutaneous amphetamine 

injections (2.5 mg/kg, Sigma, Israel) on the number of rotations was measured for 60 

min using an automated Rotameter device (San Diego Instruments, CA, USA). The 

net ipsilateral rotations were measured 2 weeks after 6OHDA injection. This time 

point was considered time 0. Only rats with two or more rotations/min were 

transplanted 24 hours after the rotation test as described above. The effect of cell 

transplantation on animal rotations was determined at 1, 4 and 8 weeks post-

transplantation.  

 ii) Cylinder test: Motor asymmetry was measured by the cylinder test three weeks 

after cell transplantation as previously described elsewhere[86,243,244] Briefly, the 

number of wall contacts with each forelimb when rearing in at least 15 rearing cycles 

was computed. Animals that did not meet this criterion were excluded from this assay. 

The cylinder test score was determined as follows: (use of the affected forepaw 

(contralateral) – intact forepaw (ipsilateral) / total (contralateral + ipsilateral + both). 

iii) Rotarod test: Motor activity was assessed by the rotarod test using the San Diego 

Instrument, Rotor-Rod (San Diego Instruments, CA, USA) (0-25 RPM). 

Hemiparkinsonian animals were tested 2 days before cell transplantation to determine 

baseline values. Then, they were tested 2 days after the amphetamine induced rotation 

test, that is 9, 16 and 30 days after cell transplantation. Each test consisted of 3 

consecutive measurements of the time each animal remained on the rod without 

falling. The results were expressed as the percentage of change from the baseline.  
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4.16. Sciatic nerve injury and cell transplantation  
 

The sciatic nerve crush model was applied on 8 week-old male, Sprague–Dawley rats 

(n=24; Harlan, Jerusalem), weighing 230–250 g. Rats were housed under 12-hour-

light/12-hour-dark conditions and grown in individually ventilated cages (IVC) with 

ad libitum access to food and water. All experimental protocols were approved by the 

Tel Aviv University Committee of Animal Use for Research and Education. Every 

effort was made to reduce the number of animals used and to minimize their 

suffering. Two independent experiments of 4 animals/group were performed. hOMSC 

derived from a different donor were used in each independent experiment. The results 

from the two experiments were pooled and presented as the mean ± SEM/animal. 

Rats were anesthetized for the SNI and for cell transplantation with Chloral hydrate 

(300 mg/kg) (SIGMA, Israel) and subcutaneous daily cyclosporine (Novartis, 

Switzerland) was given (3.75mg/rat). The right sciatic nerve was exposed and a vessel 

clamp was applied 10 mm above the first branching of the nerve, for 30s. Then, the 

muscle and skin were closed in layers. After 24 hr upon injury, differentiated hOMSC 

and naïve cells were harvested, labeled with superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) (5 

g/ml; Feridex; Bayer HealthCare, Leverkusen, Germany), centrifuged, resuspended at 

a concentration of 1x106 cells/100 µL of saline, and maintained on ice until 

transplantation. A total of 24 animals were subjected to SNI and then divided into 

three groups of 8 animals each. Each group was treated with either differentiated 

hOMSC or naïve hOMSC or saline (control). One hundred µL of cell suspension 

(1x106 cells) or saline were injected through the gastrocnemius muscle into the nerve 

surroundings above the first branching of the nerve  (Fig. 4.1). To ascertain 98% 
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viability of the cells to be transplanted, tripan blue staining was performed in parallel 

aliquots obtained from the same cultures from which the cells to be transplanted were 

obtained. All treated animals were sacrificed 10 days after transplantation for 

histological examination. 

 

4.17. Rat motor function analysis in SNI 
 

Motor activity was measured using the San Diego Instrument test, Rotorod (San 

Diego Instruments, CA, USA) between days 1 at 10 after cell transplantation. This 

test measured the time that the rats remained on a rotating rod in accelerated speed (0-

25 RPM). Following a brief training period, adult Sprague Dawley rats were able to 

remain balanced in the rod for up to 4 minutes. After sciatic nerve crush the rat's 

ability to balance is severely compromised, hence causing the animal to falloff the rod 

after shorter periods of time. The average time measured in three consecutive runs for 

each rat was recorded and the groups' performance was compared. The machine has a 

laser beam that detects the fall. Rotorod test was assessed at days -1, 0, 2, 4, 6 and 10 

after transplantation. Data are presented as percentage values of each individual 

(Mean (%) ± SEM) relative to the initial time they spent on the rod before injury.  

 

4.18. Spinal cord injury and transplantation 
	  
The Tel Aviv University and the Israel Institute of Technology ethical committees 

approved all protocols related to the spinal cord injury experiments. This work was 

performed in collaboration with Prof. Pitrau’s group (TAU) and with Sivan Matsliah 

and Erez Shor from Prof. Levenberg’s group (Technion). Adult female Sprague-

Dawley rats (n=36) were anesthetized with a mixture of xylazine (100–150 mg/kg) 
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and ketamine (60–90 mg/kg) and maintained with isofluorane (Harvard Apparatus, 

USA) during surgery. After laminectomy at the 9th–11th thoracic vertebral levels, the 

dura was opened, and the SC was completely transected at the T10 level using a 

microscissor (Kent Scientific, USA). The rostral and caudal stumps were lifted to 

ensure complete transection and a hook (Kent Scientific, USA) was passed circularly 

inside the generated gap to ensure no fibers remaining at the bottom part of the spine 

canal. Then, the circular construct (scaffold+cells) was inserted precisely between 

both caudal and rostral parts of the spinal cord and topped with a PLLA/PLGA 

scaffold without cells to serve for structural support due to the lost of the vertebrae 

dorsal processes during laminectomy. Muscle layers and skin were sutured 

accordingly and after surgery, the rats were placed in temperature and humidity 

controlled incubation chambers until they awoke. They were then transferred to cages, 

and bladder evacuation was applied two times in a daily basis during the whole 

experiment. Antibiotics (sodium ampicillin, 10 mg/kg body weight) were injected into 

the rats daily for a week. Buprenorphine (Bayer) was administered at a dose of 0.01-

0.05mg/kg before surgery and three days after. All rats were given cyclosporine 

(Novartis) at 10 mg/kg/d three days before surgery and transplantation and maintained 

during the experimental period. 

4.19. MRI-DTI  
 

MRI protocol: MRI was performed in 7T MRI system, Bruker, Germany using a 

20mm surface coil placed on the back of the rats at the injury site with the assistance 

of Bioimage Ltd. Rats (n=8) were anesthetized using 1-3% isoflurane and maintained 

in 37°, their breathing was monitored with a breathing sensor. MRI protocol included 

the following sequences: 
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T2 RARE: Sagittal T2 weighted images were performed in order to localize the axial 

slices in the correct location, including upstream and downstream regions adjacent to 

the injury site. T2 RARE included the following parameters: TR/TE=1200/16, RARE 

factor=4, no. of averages=4, 20 slices of 0.8mm, in-plane resolution of 0.17X0.2 mm 

(matrix size 128X128 and FOV of 25.6X22.8 mm). 

DTI: DTI was performed with the following parameters: TR/ TE=4500/30 ms, 4 EPI 

segments, Δ/δ=10/4.5 ms, 15 non-collinear gradient directions with a single b value 

shell at 1000 sec/mm2 and one image with b value of 0 sec/mm2 (referred to as b0), 3 

averages, 2 repetitions. Geometrical parameters were: 18 slices of 1 mm thickness 

(brain volume) and in-plane resolution of 0.156x0.156 mm2 (matrix size of 128x128 

and FOV of 20 mm2). Duration of one DTI repetition was 14:24mins. 

DTI fiber tracking: DTI calculation and fiber tracking was performed using 

ExploreDTI software (Leemans et al., 2009). The tensors obtained were spectrally 

decomposed to their eigen-components. The eigen-values were used to calculate FA 

and MD maps. Tractography was applied using Deterministic (streamline) fiber 

tracking, terminating at voxels with FA lower than 0.3 or following tract orientation 

change higher than 30° (Basser et al. 2000). Fibers that passed through a manually 

chosen seed region of interest (ROI) were plotted. The fibers were plotted as 

streamlines. The masks obtained were overlaid over the color-coded FA image.  

 

4.20. Motor analysis in spinal cord injury 
	  

We subjected rats to BBB and gait analysis assays (n=36). The assays were performed 

on a setup enabling simultaneous photography of the sagittal and coronal planes 

(supplementary TBD). We first made measurements 1-2 d following implantation of a 

scaffold, followed by measurements every 7 days to a final time point at 56 d after 
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implantation. We made all measurements at the same time of day to avoid circadian 

variability. We tested rats that were transplanted with empty-SCF as controls. 

Hindlimb neurobehavioral testing was performed using the BBB locomotor rating 

scale [245]. The 22-point (from 0 to 21) BBB scale was used to asses hind limb 

locomotor recovery, including joint movements, stepping ability, coordination and 

trunk stability. A score of 21 indicates unimpaired locomotion as observed in 

uninjured rats. Two experimenters who were blinded to the animal's treatment 

performed the test. 

We constructed analysis of footprints from the runway assay in which rats traversed 

the length of a Plexiglass enclosure (100 cm long × 6.5 cm wide × 20 cm high) to 

return to their cages at the end of the runway. In the coronal photographs we 

identified the paws, validating the actual positioning using the sagittal view. The paws 

coordinates in pixels were translated to step lengths by measuring the enclosure 

dimensions. Tail base height analysis was done using the sagittal views. 

4.21. Electrophysiology 
 

Electrophysiological examination was performed at Dr. Michaelewski laboratory (Tel 

Aviv University) with the collaboration of Dr. Anton Sheinin. Following 

ketamine/xylazine anesthesia, animals were fixed into the stereotaxic apparatus and a 

midline incision of head skin was made.  The cranium was exposed and two screw 

electrodes for electrical stimulation were implanted 2 mm to the right of the midline, 

at -1.0 mm and +4.0 mm anterior and posterior to the bregma, respectively. The screw 

electrodes were connected to the output terminals of the SD9 stimulator (Grass 

Technologies, Warwick, RI). The sciatic nerve of the left rear leg was exposed and 

two hook electrodes made from silver wire were placed. Another wire was inserted 
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into the footpad of the leg and served as a ground electrode. The hook electrodes were 

connected to the unity gain headstage built on dual TL072 operational amplifier 

(Texas Instruments) and powered from two 9V batteries. The amplified signals were 

band-pass filtered between 0.1 Hz and 3 kHz (7P511 AC wideband preamplifier with 

7DA driver amplifier, Grass Technologies, Warwick, RI), digitized (NI USB-6341 

analog-to-digital converter, National Instruments), acquired at 10 kHz and stored on a 

personal computer running WinWCP software package (courtesy of Dr. John 

Dempster, University of Strathclyde, UK). The stimulation intensity was chosen 

according to the hindlimb contraction and the appearance of the reliable sciatic nerve 

compound action potential (CAP) and amplitudes were measured as maximal peak-to-

peak. 

 

4.22. Sensory examination 
	  
Sensorial evaluation was performed at the end of the experimental period (56 days 

after surgery) using the pinch technique, which assess mechanical pressure applied to 

the rat paws and/or tail. The nocioceptive stimulus was applied in both hindlimbs and 

tail, not evaluating the forelimbs, which are unaffected due to the SCI site (T10). The 

results were considered as binary, being responsive or unresponsive, giving one or 

zero score points respectively. The responsiveness criterion was applied when the 

pinched site generated vocalizations or a withdrawal effect of the evaluated hindlimbs 

or tail. A general score was created for each animal, being three points the maximum 

(both legs and tail responsive to the stimulus) and zero points the minimum 

(unresponsive of both legs and tail). Intermediate general scores of one or two points 

arise when an animal was unresponsive to the tail pinch in only one the legs or the 
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tail. Results were expressed as animal percentages presenting zero, one, two or three 

points of the two evaluated groups based on the general scores of each animal.  

 

4.23. Statistical analysis 
	  
Results are expressed as Mean ± SEM. All analyses were performed using SPSS 

version 19 software. Graphs were generated by GraphPad software (USA). 

Differences between two groups were statistically analyzed by T test, while 

comparisons between three groups were analyzed by One Way ANOVA. For the cell 

transplantation in vivo experiment, Two Way ANOVA was performed. Tukey’s 

multiple comparison posthoc test was used to evidence specific differences between 

groups. Significance levels: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 

 

5. RESULTS 
	  
For the purpose of this investigation hOMSC were generated from the lamina propria 

of the oral mucosa (see methods section) and analyzed by flow cytometry to verify 

that their marker profile fulfills the criteria determined for this hOMSC population. 

These criteria previously published by Prof. Pitaru’s group, were determined by 

characterizing and determining the range of the percentage of positive cells for a 

number of markers [36]. The data is based on hOMSC separate cultures generated 

from 25 different donors. According to these criteria, 60% - 70% of hOMSC cultures 

at 10-15 cumulative population doublings express Oct4, Sox2 and nestin and more 

than 95% of the cells are positive for CD29, CD73 and CD105.  
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5.1. hOMSC for cell replacement in Parkinson’s disease 

5.1.1. Dopaminergic differentiation of naïve hOMSC   
	  
In the present we used naïve hOMSC that were kindly provided by Pitaru’s group for 

our collaborative study. In our lab we found that these cells fulfilling the above 

criteria and cultured in expansion medium (low glucose DMEM + 10% FCS) 

expressed constitutively the neural markers β- III tubulin (TUJ1), MAP2 and synapsin 

as well as the characteristic dopaminergic neurons transcription factors FoxA2, 

Lmx1A and Nurr1 (Fig. 8). Whereas FoxA2 was located mainly in the nuclei, Lmx1A 

and Nurr1 were identified mainly in the cytoplasm (Fig. 8D-F).  

 

Figure 8. Naive hOMSC express constitutively neuronal and dopaminergic 
markers. Immunofluorescence of neuronal (A-C) and dopaminergic (D-F) markers in 
naïve hOMSC, scale bars 100µM. 
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Dopaminergic differentiation of naïve hOMSC into dopaminergic-like cells (hOMSC-

DA) was achieved by subjecting naïve hOMSC cultures to a cocktail of growth and 

differentiation factors found to be involved in neuronal growth, dopaminergic 

specification and maturation in vivo or known to induce the differentiation of ESC 

along the dopaminergic lineage in vitro. Morphological changes in the spindle shape 

of naïve hOMSC appeared by the 3rd day of differentiation and peaked by day 17th 

when the majority of the cells assumed a bipolar or multipolar appearance with 

cellular processes extending from cell bodies (Fig. 9A). At this stage, cultures were 

analyzed for the expression of dopaminergic markers by RT-PCR, quantitative 

immunofluorescence and western blots. RT-PCR analysis of differentiated cultures 

derived from 4 different donors revealed a significant decrease in the expression of 

the pluripotency markers Oct4, Sox2 and Nanog at the end of the differentiation 

processes as well as an increase in the neuronal marker β-III tubulin and NCAM1 

(Fig. 9B). The transcript levels for the dopaminergic markers Otx2, Lmx1A/B, 

FoxA1, FoxA2, Nurr1, Pitx3, and DAT, were significantly increased compared to 

baseline (Fig. 9B). RNA-transcripts corresponding to the late stages of dopaminergic 

differentiation exhibited the highest increase in expression compared to baseline (Fig. 

9B).  

 

Naïve and DA-induced hOMSC were evaluated for presence and cellular localization 

of three transcription factors involved in DA differentiation, Lmx1a, Nurr1 and Pitx3 

(Fig. 10). In contrast to the localization of these proteins in the cytoplasm of naïve 

hOMSC, they were mainly identified in the nuclei of hOMSC-DA (Fig. 10A). In 

order to verify the specificity of the staining, western blot analysis of naïve and 

differentiated hOMSC using the Lmx1A and Nurr1 antibodies revealed specific 
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staining in both cases, whereas fibroblasts lysate failed to show any immunoreactivity 

(Fig. 11).  

 

 

Figure 9. DA-induced hOMSC developed neuronal-like morphology and gene 
expression profile. Bright field microscopy of hOMSC cultured in serum free 
medium for 17 days and of hOMSC-DA (A-B), scale bar 200 µM. Real time PCR 
analysis of differentiated hOMSC-DA from four different donors (C), showing a 
reduction in the expression of Nanog, Oct4 and Sox2 and a concomitant increased 
expression of the neuronal markers β-III tubulin and NCAM1 compared to the naïve 
hOMSC which served as baseline (relative value = 1). Differentiated hOMSC also 
showed increased expression of genes related to dopaminergic differentiation and 
mature dopaminergic neurons. Data is expressed as Mean ± SEM. Significance levels: 
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 
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Figure 10. Increased expression and nuclear translocation of DA transcription 
factors was observed in hOMSC-DA. Immunofluorescent detection of Pitx3, Lmx1A 
and Nurr1 evaluated in naïve and differentiated hOMSC, midbrain primary culture, 
hOMSC-derived osteoblast-like cells and mouse embryonic fibroblasts (A). Arrows 
point to the nuclear localization of these transcription factors in the hOMSC-
differentiated and midbrain DA cells. Scale bar = 50µM. Quantification of cells 
expressing the evaluated transcription factors in the whole cell (nuclei+cytoplasm) or 
only in the nuclei before and after DA-differentiation (B).  
 

To finally confirm the staining specificity, mouse midbrain primary cultures, 

consisting of neurons and glia, served as a positive control demonstrating positive 

staining in the nuclei of a number of cells. As negative controls, hOMSC 

differentiated into osteoblast-like cells and mouse fibroblasts were also evaluated and 

found to be negative (Fig. 12A). Positive cell quantification revealed that: i) Pitx3 was 

expressed in 3.667% ± 0.8819 and 48.00% ± 4.359 of the cells before and after 

differentiation, respectively; ii) Nurr1 was expressed in 63.33% ± 2.906 and 71.67% 
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± 5.239 of the cells before and after differentiation respectively; and iii) Lmx1a was 

expressed in 82.77% ± 2.282 and 90.17% ± 2.010 of the cells before and after 

differentiation respectively (Fig. 12B). 

 

Figure 11. Western blot analysis showing antibody-staining specificity. Western 
blot analysis of fibroblasts, naïve and differentiated hOMSC using the Lmx1A (A) 
and Nurr1 (B) antibodies. The obtained results show a unique band at the expected 
molecular weight for each respective protein (Lmx1A 50KDa and Nurr1 67KDa). For 
internal control purposes the anti-emerin antibody was used (emerin 35KDa), 
showing similar total protein levels.   
 
 
Analysis of nuclear localization of these markers indicated that naïve cells did not 

showed any nuclear staining, whereas in DA-differentiated cells Lmx1a, Nurr1 and 

Pitx3 were observed in the nuclei of 46.33% ± 3.844, 50.33% ± 4.055 and 36.30% ± 

2.779 of the cells, respectively (Fig. 12B).  
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Immunofluorescence analysis of general neuronal and specific DA markers of naïve 

and differentiated hOMSC showed that 81.00% ± 4.933 and 92.67% ± 2.028 of the 

cells were positive for βIII-tubulin, respectively; 36.00% ± 4.583 and 77.00% ± 3.215 

of the cells were positive for MAP2, respectively; and 35.67% ± 4.702 and 82.67% ± 

4.978 were positive for tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) respectively (Fig. 12A). Double 

staining analysis for neuronal and DA markers revealed an increase in the number of 

cells co-expressing both types of markers: the number of cells positive for TH+/βIII-

tubulin+, TH+/Map2+, TH+/Pitx3+, and Map2+/FoxA2+ increased by 4, 9, 8 and 4 fold, 

respectively after differentiation (Fig. 12A). These data indicate that 83% of the 

differentiated hOMSC that were positive for β-III tubulin were also positive for 

tyrosine hydroxylase. Thus, these double-labeled cells represented 77% of the total 

population of differentiated hOMSC.  

 

Western blot analysis confirmed that the protein levels of the end-stage transcription 

factor Pitx3 and of the characteristic dopaminergic marker TH, were enhanced in the 

differentiated hOMSC-DA cultures by 5- and 10-fold, respectively, compared to 

naïve hOMSC control cultures (Fig. 12B). To test to what extent the expression of 

TH, the rate limiting enzyme in the synthesis of dopamine, is translated into dopamine 

release, naïve hOMSC and hOMSC-DA were challenged with the non-specific 

membrane depolarization agent KCl [246] for 30 min and the medium was tested for 

dopamine content by HPLC. The amount of dopamine released by the hOMSC-DA 

was by 10 folds higher than that released by naïve hOMSC (0.8 vs. 0.08 nM/1x106 

cells/30 min) pointing to the possible therapeutic benefit of hOMSC-DA in PD (Fig. 

12C).    
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Figure 12. Induced hOMSC show a mature dopaminergic-like phenotype in vitro. 
Immunofluorescence analysis and cell positive counts of neuronal and DA markers in 
naïve, DA-hOMSC and fibroblasts before and after differentiation, scale bar = 50µM 
(A). Complete evaluation of naïve, differentiated hOMSC and fibroblasts marker 
expression can be seen in supplemental figure S2. Evaluation of Pitx3 and Tyrosine 
hydroxylase (TH) expression levels by western blot and band densitography, showing 
increased protein expression after differentiation (B). Medium dopamine content 
evaluation in naïve or hOMSC-DA in presence or absence of the non-specific 
membrane depolarizer agent KCl, showing increased levels of dopamine after 
membrane depolarization of differentiated hOMSC (C). Data is presented as 
Mean±SEM. Significance levels: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.  
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5.1.2. hOMSC-DA transplantation in the hemiparkinsonian rat model 
	  
The hemiparkinsonian rat model was generated by inducing a chemical lesion in the 

nigrostriatal pathway by injecting 6-hydroxy-dopamine (6-OHDA) into the medial 

forebrain bundle. Animals exhibiting nigrostriatal pathway deficit in one hemisphere 

(see methods section), rotate in the contralateral direction of the lesioned side after 

being injected with amphetamine. The number of rotations following amphetamine 

stimulation of hemiparkinsonian animals indicates the severity of the disease, namely 

the higher the number of rotations the more severe is the nigrostriatal lesion. hOMSC-

DA and naïve hOMSC were labeled with the red-fluorescent dye PKH26 for tracing 

purposes. Then, diagnosed hemiparkinsonian rats were transplanted at 2 sites of the 

ipsilateral striatum with either 8x105 hOMSC-DA (n = 9 rats) or with naïve hOMSC 

(n = 8 rats) or injected with saline (n = 8 rats). A significant reduction of 54%, 40% 

and 47% in the number of rotations of hOMSC-DA transplanted animals compared to 

the saline treated group was observed at 1, 4 and 8 weeks post-transplantation, 

respectively (p<0.05) (Fig. 13A). Even though to a lesser extent, a similar significant 

reduction in the number of induced rotations was observed in the hOMSC-DA treated 

rats compared to the naïve hOMSC treated ones (p<0.05). A trend of reduction in the 

induced rotation was observed in animals treated with naïve hOMSC that reached 

statistical significance compared to saline-treated animals at week 8 (p < 0.05).  

Motor asymmetry was assessed by the cylinder test three weeks after transplantation.  

In this test, the level of motor asymmetry is examined by determining the frequency 

of use of the ipsilateral (unaffected) and contralateral (affected) forelimbs during 

rearing and landing in a transparent cylinder. The more frequent use of the ipsilateral 

forelimb (unaffected) was evident in all the evaluated groups. No differences were 

observed between saline- or naïve hOMSC-treated rats in this respect (Fig 13B). 
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hOMSC-DA treated rats showed a significant reduction of 38% in motor asymmetry 

in comparison to the other two tested groups (p = 0.0009). These data point to an 

increase in the use of the contralateral forelimb (affected) in the hOMSC-DA 

transplanted animals compare to the animals in the other two groups.  

 

General motor coordination was assessed by the rotarod test at 9, 16 and 30 days after 

cell transplantation (Fig. 13C). Motor coordination was assessed by determining the 

time that an animal can remain without falling on a rotating rod of the rotarod 

machine. At 1 day after cell transplantation the animals of all 3 groups exhibited an 

average drop of 40% (p = 0.0086) in the time they remained on the rotarod machine 

without falling. At 9 days post-transplantation, no significant recovery was observed 

in the saline or naïve hOMSC treated rats (62.7%±9.4 and 69.8% ± 4.8 of the values 

before the administration of 6OHDA, respectively). Animals treated with hOMSC-

DA fully recovered, reaching 99.4% ± 5.1 of their performance before the 

administration of 6OHDA (Fig. 13C). At 16 and 30 days after transplantation, the 

animals in all groups displayed an improvement in their performance possibly due to 

a learning curve. At 30 days post-transplantation, hOMSC-DA treated animals 

performed by 25% higher than those treated with naïve hOMSC or saline. At this 

point the test was terminated.  
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Figure 13.  Induced hOMSC-DA show sustained therapeutic effect in a PD rat 
model after transplantation. Amphetamine-induced rotations (A), rotorod (B) and 
cylinder (C) test evaluation of 6-OHDA affected rats, following intra-striatal 
transplantation of saline, naive and hOMSC-DA. Data is presented as Mean±SEM. 
Significance levels: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.  
 

5.1.3. Transplanted hOMSC-DA-like neurons express TH  
 
Ten weeks after cell transplantation, rats of the 3 groups were sacrificed. PKH26 

positive cells were identified in the striatum of naïve hOMSC and in hOMSC-DA 

treated animals by immunostaining (Fig. 14A). No tumor formation was detected in 

any of the implanted sites. Detection of TH by immunofluorescence and 

immunochemistry revealed strong reactivity in the healthy substantia nigra and 
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striatum of the hemispheres that were not injected with 6OHDA in animals of the 3 

groups (Fig. 14A). TH was detected to a lower extent in the striatum of 6OHDA-

injected hemispheres of animals treated with hOMSC-DA and was barely detected in 

the striatum of these hemispheres in rats treated with either naïve hOMSC or saline 

(Fig. 14A). TH expression was significantly reduced in the affected substantia nigra 

of the 6OHDA injected hemispheres of the 3 groups of rats. TH was localized in 

PKH26 positive cells, indicating that hOMSC-DA cells express TH, while no 

colocalization was achieved in the other groups (Fig. 14A).  

HPLC analysis of dopamine levels in the healthy and injured hemisphere pointed to a 

reduction in the dopamine levels in all the injured hemispheres compared to those in 

the healthy ones (11.8±3.0 µg, 3.8±2.2 µg and  3.4±1.8 µg in the hOMSC-DA, naïve 

hOMSC and saline treated hemispheres, respectively vs. 38.2±3.2 µg in the healthy 

hemispheres) (Fig. 14B). However, the dopamine level in the hOMSC-DA treated 

injured hemispheres was 3-fold higher than in the other 2 groups of injured 

hemispheres. HPLC analysis of serotonin (5HT) revealed similar levels in all the 

hemispheres (Fig. 14B) indicating that the changes observed in the dopamine levels 

were specific. Immunofluorescence and immunochemistry controls can be seen in 

figure 15.  
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Figure 14. Transplanted cells engrafted the injured hemisphere and increased 
dopamine levels. Ten weeks post-transplantation TH immunostaining (A) show 
decreased levels of TH in injured striatum and substantia nigra compared to healthy 
ones. TH striatal expression, analyzed by TH-DAB immunochemistry was detected in 
hOMSC-DA transplanted hemispheres, while saline or naïve hOMSC transplanted 
hemispheres showed significant reduced levels (black arrows indicate TH expressing 
cells). Injured hemispheres transplantated with hOMSC contain PKH26 (red) labeled 
cells. In hOMSC-DA transplanted hemispheres analyzed by immunofluorescence, TH 
expression (green) and PKH26 were found in the same cell clusters. Scale bar = 
50µm. (B) Whole hemisphere dopamine and serotonin HPLC quantification from 
healthy, and 6-OHDA rats treated with saline, naive and hOMSC-DA. Data is 
presented as Mean±SEM. Significance levels: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.  
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Figure 15. Negative controls for immunofluorescence and immunochemistry. 
Goat anti-mouse antibodies conjugated to Alexa 568 and goat anti-rabbit antibodies 
conjugated to Alexa 488 were used as secondary antibodies in all the 
immunofluorescence assays. Panels A and C illustrate β-III tubulin stained with 
mouse anti-human primary antibodies and the negative control stained with goat anti-
mouse secondary antibodies, respectively; panels B and D illustrate Lmx1A stained 
with rabbit anti-human primary antibodies and the negative control stained with goat 
anti-rabbit secondary antibodies, respectively. Cells were stained with DAPI for 
nuclear detection. Tissue sections from 6-OHDA lesioned rats were stained for TH 
and developed with DAB (E-F). TH immunodetection was performed by using 
monoclonal anti-TH antibodies and futher incubated with biotin anti-mouse secondary 
antibody and streptavidin conjugated horseradish peroxidase (E). Negative control 
incubated only with anti-mouse secondary antibody and streptavidin conjugated 
horseradish peroxidase (F). 
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5.2.  hOMSC for cell-based neuroprotection  

5.2.1. hOMSC for Sciatic nerve injury 

5.2.1.1. Induced hOMSC show an astrocyte-like phenotype 
	  
Following the two-step differentiation protocol, the entire culture of differentiated 

hOMSC underwent substantial morphological changes to a neural-like morphology, 

resembling that of astrocytes (Fig.16). The observed morphological changes included 

cell condensation from an initial fusiform morphology to the formation of multiple 

projections emerging from the cell body.  

These changes correlate with an increase in the expression of classical astrocyte 

markers GFAP, S100β and EAAT1 (GLAST) at the gene and protein levels as 

evidenced by real time PCR, immunofluorescence staining and western blots (Fig.16). 

Moreover, differentiated hOMSC showed a significant reduction in the transcription 

levels of pluripotency markers OCT4 and NANOG (p < 0.05) and a moderate 

reduction in the neural crest marker p75NTR and the neuronal markers β-III tubulin 

and NCAM1 (p < 0.05) as compared to undifferentiated hOMSC. hOMSC 

differentiation into astrocyte-like cells resulted in enhanced  expression of the 

neurotrophic factors BDNF, GDNF, IGF-1 and VEGF as evidenced by 

immunofluorescence staining (Fig.17.1). At mRNA level, VEGF and BDNF were 

also upregulated (p < 0.05) (Fig.16.2A-B). VEGF and BDNF levels were 

substantially increased in the extracellular medium (p < 0.05), reaching 

concentrations of approximately 8 ng/mL/106 cells and 1 ng/mL/106 cells respectively 

as measured by ELISA (Fig.17.2C-D).  
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Figure 16. Differentiated hOMSC exhibit an astrocyte-like phenotype. Bright 
field (A-B) and immunofluorescence microscopy (C-D) for S100B (red) and GFAP 
(green) of undifferentiated and differentiated hOMSC (scale bar 100µm). Decrese in 
the expression of pluripotency, neural crest and neuronal markers and increase in the 
expression of the astrocytic markers GFAP and EAAT1 in differentiated hOMSC as 
assessed by qPCR (E).  Confirmation of the increase observed in the astrocytic 
markers at the message level by quantitative western blots (F).  
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Figure 17. Induced hOMSC present enhanced NTF production and secretion. 1) 
Immunofluorescence of intracellular NTF before and after differentiation, BDNF, 
GDNF, IGF-1 and VEGF (A-H). Scale bar 100µm. 2) VEGF and BDNF expression at 
the mRNA level (A-B) and secreted protein level (C-D) assessed by real time PCR 
and ELISA, respectively. 
 
 
 

5.2.1.2. hOMSC conditioned medium is neuroprotective in vitro  
 

To evaluate the potential of the differentiated cells to protect neuronal cultures from 

hypoxia and oxidative stress induced-cell death, the mouse motorneuron cell line 

NSC-34[247] was used (Fig. 18). After 72 hr of hypoxia, cell viability in the untreated 

NSC-34 cultures and in NSC-34 treated with conditioned medium derived from naïve 

hOMSC, decreased to 11.85±0.82% and 15.23±3.87% of the cell viability levels 

observed in NSC-34 cultures grown under normoxia (p < 0.05). In contrast, NSC-34 

treated with conditioned medium from differentiated hOMSC cultures exhibited high 
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survival rates (93.8±9%) comparable to those of NSC-34 cultures maintained under 

normoxia conditions (p < 0.05)  (Fig. 18A). The survival rate of NSC-34 cultures 

exposed to oxidative stress (H202 25µM) for 48 hr and treated with condition medium 

derived from differentiated hOMSC, was similar to that of control cultures unexposed 

to oxidative stress. The survival rate of cultures treated with conditioned medium 

from naïve hOMSC and that of untreated cultures was 83.47±6.8% and 65.88±1.74%, 

respectively of that of cultures unexposed to oxidative stress (p < 0.05) (Fig. 18B). 

Because of the neuroprotective capacity of the hOMSC-differentiated cells, they will 

be refereed herein as hOMSC-derived neuron supporting cells (hOMSC-NS). 

 

 
Figure 18. Differentiated hOMSC conditioned medium protects motorneurons 
from hypoxia and oxidative stress. NSC34 cells incubated under hypoxic (A) or 
oxidative (B) conditions. Treatments include serum free medium and conditioned 
medium from differentiated and undifferentiated hOMSC. Data is presented as 
percentage (Means ± SEM) of cells without insult.  
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5.2.1.3. hOMSC-NS transplantation increases motor performance after 
SNI in rats 

 
The SNI model was used for testing the capacity of hOMSC-NS to support peripheral 

neural recovery according to the established protocol (Fig. 19.1-2). As demonstrated 

by the rotarod test, a significant improvement in the motor function was achieved in 

the animals of the hOMSC-NS-transplanted group during the first stages of recovery, 

compared to that of animals treated with naïve hOMSC or saline (Fig. 19.3). This 

improvement was statistically significant (p < 0.05) between days 1-7 after cell 

transplantation. No differences in the improvement of motor function were observed 

between the saline-treated and the naïve hOMSC-treated groups (p > 0.05).  

 

5.2.1.1. hOMSC-NS engrafted and maintained their phenotype         
in vivo  

To test the fate of the transplanted cells the gastrocnemius muscle was examined by 

histochemistry and immunofluorescence staining. Prussian blue staining revealed the 

presence of the superparamagnetic iron oxide positive cells in between and within the 

muscle bundles (data not shown). GFP+ naïve hOMSC and GFP+ hOMSC-NS were 

detected in the inoculated muscle 4 hours after transplantation and 10 days thereafter 

(Fig. 20). Quantitative analysis revealed that at 4 hours post inoculation most of the 

cells were localized in a perimeter of approximately 400 µm. Serial section analysis 

revealed expansion of this territory by approximately 400 µm in each of the rostral 

and caudal direction pointing to a migratory process along the muscle fibers. Even 

though the amount of migration was similar for the two cell types, the naïve hOMSC 

migrated by 100 µm more than the hOMSC-NS (Fig. 20H).  
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Figure 19. Transplanted hOMSC-NSs improve motor behavior of sciatic nerve 
injured rats. 1) Diagram of SNI and cell transplantation performed in rats. 2) 
Diagram of the protocol used for cell transplantation and evaluation time points. 3) 
Motor analysis of transplanted rats with hOMSC-NSs, hOMSC and saline 
(n=8/group). Motor function was assessed by rotarod and is presented as time spent 
on rod (seconds). Data is presented as Mean±SEM, ANOVA repeated measures (p = 
0.0261). 
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Figure 20. Transplanted cells survived ten days after transplantation. GFP 
labeled naïve or differentiated hOMSC (A-B, scale bar 100µm) were transplanted into 
rats with SNI (n=6). Cell survival was evaluated four hours (t = 0) and ten days (t = 
10) after transplantation (C-F). Scale bar - 200µm (C-F) and 50µm (G)). GFP+ cells 
were counted and graphed as number of cells per section (30µm) along 1280µm 
rostro-caudal consecutive sections (0µm refers to the inoculation site).  
 

The integrity of the human cells 10 days post transplantation was confirmed by 

positive immunofluorescent staining of human nuclei (HuNu) in the transplanted 
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muscles. No signal was observed in the saline injected muscles (Fig. 21D-F). 

hOMSC-NS  maintained their capacity to secrete NTF and their astrocyte-like 

phenotype in vivo as evidenced by the expression of BDNF, VEGF and GFAP, 

respectively (Fig. 12A-F). Colocalization of GFAP and VEGF in the hOMSC-NS 

transplanted muscles indicated that GFAP positive cells are actively secreted VEGF 

ten days following their transplantation in vivo. Furthermore, human nuclear antigen 

(HuNu) and BDNF were colocalized in hOMSC-NS transplanted tissues while such a 

finding was not observed in tissues transplanted with either naïve hOMSC or saline. 

A significant increase in BDNF signal in rats transplanted with hOMSC-NS as 

compared to rats transplanted with saline or naïve hOMSC was detected (Fig. 21D-F). 

A low BDNF signal was also observed in sections of the control groups, probably due 

to endogenous BDNF synthesis by muscle progenitor cells[248,249]. Notably, naïve 

hOMSC also expressed low levels of GFAP (Fig. 21B). Estimation of the GFAP-

positive areas indicated that sections derived from hOMSC-NS transplanted animals 

exhibited a 3.3 and 6 fold increase in relative fluorescence compared to sections 

obtained from naïve hOMSC and saline treated animals, respectively (p < 0.05) (Fig. 

21G). Similarly, the relative fluorescence of VEGF-positive areas in section obtained 

from hOMSC-NS treated animals were by 13.8 and 16.6 fold higher than that 

observed in sections obtained from animals transplanted with naive hOMSC or treated 

with saline, respectively (p < 0.05) (Fig. 21H). BDNF-positive areas exhibited a 

similar pattern, even though the differences in the relative fluorescence between the 

groups were smaller than those observed for GFAP and VEGF (Fig. 21I). 
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Figure 21. hOMSC-NSs maintain phenotype and NTF secretion in vivo. 
Immunofluorescence sections of the garstrocnemius muscle obtained 10 days post-
transplantation. Columns represent different transplanted groups (saline, naive and 
differentiated hOMSC). First row illustrated staining for GFAP/VEGF/DAPI (A-C) 
and second row for HuNu/BDNF (D-E). Scale bar - 200µm. Fluorescence emission 
analysis of GFAP, VEGF and BDNF intensity (G-I).   
 

 

5.2.1.2. Transplanted hOMSC-NS preserved neuromuscular junctions 
after injury 

 
Ten days after the sciatic nerve crush, NMJs were evaluated and counted within the 

gastrocnemius and tibialis muscles in the crushed area in animals of the three groups 

(Fig. 22). Colocalization of the presynaptic protein synaptophysin (SYP) (red) and of 

the postsynaptic acetylcholine receptor ligand, alpha bungarotoxin (α-BTX) (green), 
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pointed to preserved and innervated NMJ (yellow) (Fig. 22A-I). Staining for either α-

BTX or SYP alone was considered as a denervated NMJ. Evaluation of the NMJ was 

expressed as percentage of preserved NMJ counts over total counted NMJ 

(αBTX+SYP+ + αBTX+ + SYP+). We found that in gastrocnemius and tibialis muscles 

transplanted with hOMSC-NS, 89.4±4.6% of the NMJs were innervated. In contrast, 

in muscles transplanted with hOMSC or saline only 53.5±8.3% and 48.2±8% of the 

NMJs were innervated, respectively (Fig. 22J). Statistical analysis demonstrated 

significant difference between the hOMSC-NS treated group and the other two 

groups, which did not differ from each other (ANOVA and Tukey’s posthoc analysis, 

p < 0.05). 

 

Figure 22. Transplanted hOMSC-NS preserved functional NMJs. Hind limbs 
muscle sections of the three experimental groups (A-I) obtained ten days post-
transplantation.  Co-localization of alpha bungarotoxin (green) and synaptophysin 
(red) detect functional NMJ (yellow). Scale bar - 100µm. Quantification of NMJs (J) 
is expressed as percentage of preserved NMJ (αBTX+SYP+) over total (αBTX+SYP+ + 
αBTX+ + SYP+). Data presented as Mean ± SEM. 
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5.2.2. Tissue engineered hOMSC for cell-based neuroprotection in spinal 
cord injury 

5.2.2.1. Astrocyte induction on scaffold 
	  
In a collaborative study between the Prof. Pitaru’s group (TAU) and Sivan Matsliah 

and Erez Shor from Levenberg’s group (Technion), we seeded hOMSC onto fibrin-

PLLA/PLGA scaffolds developed in the Levenberg Lab and further induced the cells 

by our designed and tested protocol for obtaining hOMSC-NS. On scaffold-induced 

hOMSC analyzed at the mRNA level (n=3), showed significant reduction of the 

pluripotency markers Oct4, Nanog and Sox2 and of the neuronal markers b-III tubulin 

and Ncam1 (p<0.05) (Fig. 23A). In contrast, induced cells show increased levels of 

the astrocyte markers GFAP, EAAT1, EAAT2, as well as an increase in the NTFs, 

VEGF and BDNF (p<0.05) (Fig. 23A). Immunofluorescence revealed that 

differentiated cells were positive for the expression of GFAP, EAAT1 and HuNu 

(Fig. 23B-C). Naïve and differentiated cells survived by 96±3.5 and 93±5.2%, 

respectively on the scaffold as evaluated by calcein and ethidium bromide live/dead 

assay (Fig. 23D).   

 

5.2.2.1. hOMSC-NS + Scaffold restores walking abilities in vivo 
	  
Therapeutic evaluation of the combination approach consisting of bioengineered 

scaffolds and oral mucosa-derived neuronal supporting cells was performed on rats 

with complete transection of the spinal cord. These experiments were executed in 

parallel, in our lab (TAU) and in Levenberg Lab. Three groups were analyzed during 

60 days being rats with SCI that received empty scaffold (empty-SCF), scaffold with 

naïve hOMSC (hOMSC-SCF) and scaffold with differentiated hOMSC (hOMSC-NS-

SCF). 
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Fig. 23. hOMSC-on scaffold induction revealed an astrocyte-like phenotype. A) 
Real time PCR (n=3) show reduction of pluripotency and neuronal genes (p<0.05), 
while astrocyte and NTFs, VEGF and BDNF were increased (p<0.05) in comparison 
to naïve hOMSC. B). Immunofluorescence analysis of scaffold-seeded hOMSC-NS 
for GFAP (green), EAAT1 (magenta) and DAPI (blue) and respective magnification 
(C). D) Live/dead assay showing cell survival after seeding and induction.  Scale bar 
B=100µm, C=20µm, D=500µm. 
 

As shown in figure 24A rats of the hOMSC-NS-SCF group regained posture, weight 

support and walking abilities after treatment, while control groups failed to recover 

from the injury during the evaluated experimental period (movies of the recoveries 

can be seen at the delivered flash drive, under the file hOMSC-SCI video.mov). As 

seen from the movies, the walking pattern shows “high walking” with reflexive 

characteristics, where the legs elevate more than intact animals. Measures of the step 

length of rear limbs show that intact rats exhibit a step length of 6.5cm, while the 

hOMSC-NS-SCF rats gradually recovered step length from values of 0.78±0.83cm 

during the first week until achieving values of 5.23±2.76cm during the seventh week. 
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Control groups remained with complete paralysis of the rear limbs with values of 0cm 

during the whole experimental period (Fig.24B). Motor coordination was assessed 

and as shown in figure 24C, an intact animal will do sequentially right hindlimb (HR), 

right forelimb (FR), left hindlimb (HL) and then left forelimb (FL) to start again with 

HR. Animals from the hOMSC-NS-SCF group showed consistent motor coordination 

after recovery, showing similar walking coordination patterns as shown for intact rats. 

Control groups failed to show motor coordination of rear limbs due to the complete 

paralysis exhibited by those animals, thus the pattern is only HR and HL continuously 

(Fig. 24C).  

 

Figure 24. hOMSC-NS-SCF treated animals regained posture and motor 
coordination. A) Representative pictures of animals with complete transection of the 
spinal cord and implanted with empty scaffold (empty-SCF, upper picture) and 
scaffolds containing induced hOMSC (hOMSC-NS-SCF, bottom picture) acquired 
posture 50 days after surgery and scaffold implantation. B) Average step length 
evaluation of the rear limbs of the animals implanted with empty scaffold, as well as 
scaffolds containing naïve or induced hOMSC. C) Step coordination analysis, 
showing as positive control the coordinated step sequence of intact rats, hind right 
(HR), fore right (FR), hind left (HL) and fore left (FL). 
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Figure 25. Limb usage was restored in the hOMSC-NS-SCF group. Limb activity 
expressed as percentage of each limb usage. For an intact rat a 25% usage of each 
limb  (forelimb right and left and hindlimb right and left) is observed (A), while 
empty-SCF only exhibit forelimb usage with no hind limbs activity. As seen in intact 
rats, hOMSC-NS-SCF group regained a 25% of limb usage (C).  
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Limb usage was also quantified and as shown in figure 25A, an intact four limbs-

based animal will use 25% each limb to achieve a total of 100% when using the four 

limbs. Control groups showed no rear limb usage (Fig. 25B), while rats from the 

hOMSC-NS-SCF showed a gradual increase in rear limb usage, achieving values of 

near 25% of each rear limb (Fig. 25C).  

 

A software tracking system also measured tail height in individual animals (Fig. 

26A), showing that animals from the hOMSC-NS-SCF group exhibited a significant 

increased tail height when compared to the empty-SCF and hOMSC-SCF groups from 

day 15 (Fig. 26B, p<0.001). Regarding intact rats, animals showed consistently a 

1.6±0.25cm-tail height and significance was achieved only at time 0 in comparison to 

the hOMSC-NS-SCF group. All the groups beside the intact animals showed full 

paralysis of the hind limbs immediately after surgery and scaffold implantation. The 

empty-SCF group showed no improvement in tail height during the evaluated period, 

while the hOMSC-SCF group showed a small improvement in this regard, from 

0.13±0.03 five days after surgery to 0.43±0.25cm 40 days after. The hOMSC-NS-

SCF group exhibited 0.78±0.09cm five days and 2.95±0.89cm 40 days after scaffold 

implantation. BBB scores were evaluated and obtained scores were allocated into 

discrete groups with similar functional characteristics and expressed as percentage of 

animals in every discrete BBB score groups. As shown in figure 26C, 40, 18 and 18% 

of animals of the empty-SCF, hOMSC-SCF and hOMSC-NS-SCF groups, showed 0 

BBB points respectively at the end of the evaluation period. 40, 45 and 9% of animals 

of the empty-SCF, hOMSC-SCF and hOMSC-NS-SCF groups showed 1-3 BBB 

score respectively, and 20, 9, 9% of animals of the empty-SCF, hOMSC-SCF and 

hOMSC-NS-SCF groups showed 4-8 BBB points respectively. 0, 9 and 18% of 
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animals of the empty-SCF, hOMSC-SCF and hOMSC-NS-SCF groups showed 9-13 

BBB points respectively, and 0, 18 and 46% of animals of the empty-SCF, hOMSC-

SCF and hOMSC-NS-SCF groups showed more than 14 BBB points respectively.  

 

 

Figure 26. hOMSC-NS-SCF group exhibit increased tail height and BBB score. 
A) Representative pictures of the tail height tracking exhibited during regular walking 
of animals of the empty scaffold (Empty-SCF) and scaffold-induced hOMSC 
(hOMSC-NS-SCF) groups. B) Graphed tail height exhibited by the evaluated groups 
over time (0-40 days). C) Graphical representation of the percentage of animal 
distribution according their group and BBB scores evaluated 40 days after surgery.  
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5.2.2.2. DTI-MRI shows spinal cord structural connectivity 
	  
In order to evaluate from a structural perspective the processes underlying the 

recovery, we analyzed the rat’s spinal cords at two different time points by MRI-DTI 

technique (Fig. 27). In figure 27A, continuous fiber tracts running in both directions 

along the spinal cord major axis are represented in blue color. The typical butterfly 

shape of the spinal cord can be observed, in which the white matter containing both 

ascending and descending tracts are the only blue-colored. In contrast, grey matter 

which have neuronal circuits oriented perpendicularly to the major spinal cord axis 

are not blue colored. This observation validates our ability to detect by the blue color 

specifically only the ascending or descending tracts. At lesion site can be evidenced 

an interruption of the constant blue staining, where the typical spinal cord 

morphology is also disturbed. This disturbance is precisely the transection and 

scaffold implantation site. While observing the lesion site, blue color still can be seen 

without the expected morphology, indicating ascending or descending fibers through 

the scaffold site. Confirmation of this observation can be evidenced by sagittal serial 

images, in which unlike the empty scaffold control group, both hOMSC-NS-SCF and 

intact rats shows rostro-caudal connectivity (Fig. 27B). The bridge connecting both 

sides of the transected spinal cord was achieved during the experimental period, since 

three days after the transection surgery no connectivity was evidenced in the same 

animals. Quantification of the number of fiber tracts which starts at the rostral part 

and finish at the caudal part, thus crossing the scaffold site, was performed. The 

analysis revealed that no fiber tracts in the control group satisfied this criterion, but 

instead, 26.67±13.33 fiber tracts with an FA>0.25 were observed in the hOMSC-NS-

SCF group. 
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Figure 27. MRI-DTI revealed increased fiber tracts connecting the rostral and 
caudal sides of the spinal cord. A) Representative coronal serial sections along the 
spinal cord, showing blue colored fibers representing ascending or descending axon 
bundles throughout the spinal cord. The typical butterfly shape of the spinal cord can 
be observed rostral and caudal to the injury site but not at the injury site, due to the 
lesion and scaffold implantation. At the lesion site, it can be observed blue fibers 
trespassing the injury site and connecting both spinal cord segments. (B) Sagittal 
serial sections of the spinal cord of empty-SCF, hOMSC-NS-SCF and intact rats, 
evaluated at two different time points (3 and 56 days after surgery) C) Graphical 
representation of the number of fiber tracts starting and ending at the rostral and 
caudal spinal cord respectively.  
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5.2.2.3. Electrical signals are transmitted through the spinal cord 
	  
In order to assess functional electrical connectivity at the spinal cord lesion site and 

moreover throughout the whole motor pathway, the motor cortex was stimulated with 

single spikes, and motor evoked potentials (MEPs) were recorded from the isolated 

sciatic nerve at the hind limb level (Fig. 28A). We measured the amplitude and 

latencies starting from the stimulation artifact to the actual signal registration at the 

sciatic nerve level. After electrical stimulation and signal propagation, we observed a 

signal compound typical of that of extracellular electrode recording (Fig. 28B). Intact 

rats and hOMSC-NS-SCF group showed, partial but significant, electrical 

conductivity, while the empty-SCF group did not. Furthermore, after the initial 

recording hOMSC-NS-SCF animals were re-transected at C5 (rostral to scaffold site), 

where the signal observed initially at the sciatic nerve level disappeared. The physical 

latency observed in hOMSC-NS-SCF animals of 30ms is typical for neural 

conduction. The amplitude in constant stimulation showed similar signals to what 

described previously. Intact rats exhibited a peak-to-peak amplitude of 10.55±0.14mv 

and hOMSC-NS-SCF group 2.37±0.35mv. In contrast the empty-SCF and re-

transected animals exhibited 0.79±0.23mv and 0.46±0.03mv (p<0.01), respectively 

(Fig. 28C).  
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Figure 28. Electrical conduction and sensory processing are recovered in the 
hOMSC-NS-SCF group. A) Graphical representation of the electrophysiology 
recording method. B) Compound action potential recorded at the sciatic nerve prior 
motor cortex stimulation. C) Peak to peak amplitude quantitative comparison of the 
evaluated groups. D) Sensory testing expressed as animal percentage exhibiting 
different sensory abilities (score) of the empty-SCF and hOMSC-NS-SCF groups. 
Significance (ANOVA/Tukeys posthoc test, * p<0.05, **p<0.01). 
 

5.2.2.4. Increased sensory processing  
	  
Sensory analysis revealed that by pinching each one of the hind limbs as well as the 

tail, the animals of the hOMSC-NS-SCF group exhibited an immediate withdrawal of 

the pinched sites while the empty-SCF did not (Fig. 28D). Sensory scores were 

determined by giving one point to each pinched location, giving a total of three points 

to a complete responsive animal and zero for an unresponsive one. From the analysis 

we observe that all animals of the empty-SCF group were unresponsive to the 

stimulus, earning zero points in comparison to 25% in the hOMSC-NS-SCF group. 
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No animals exhibited one point score, while 25% and 50% of the hOMSC-NS-SCF 

group showed two and three points respectively, indicating that 50% were totally 

responsive to the provided stimulus.  

 

5.2.2.1. Histology show more axons and less glial scar after hOMSC-
NS-SCF transplantation  

	  
Immunofluorescence images revealed that transplanted cells survived during the 

experimental period, as seen by hOMSC-NS-SCF-GFP implantation (Fig. 29A-B). 

Cells migrated 4mm in both rostral and caudal directions but remained majorly at the 

implantation site (Fig. 29A). However, the cells were detected in the spinal cord of 

both hOMSC groups but not in the empty-SCF one. Typical microglial reaction was 

observed around the transplanted cells in the first described groups (Fig. 29C-E). As 

observed in the images, the microglial reaction was apparently more pronounced in 

the hOMSC-SCF group than in hOMSC-NS-SCF. GFAP expression evaluated at the 

rostral part of the spinal cord showed less astrocyte-reactivity in the hOMSC-SCF-NS 

group than the others ones evaluated, in line of what observed in microglia (Fig. 29F-

H). Caudal images of astrocyte reactivity show the same pattern as the rostral part 

(data not shown). Panoramic analysis of the beta III-tubulin expression along the 

spinal cord revealed that inside the scaffold implantation/transection site, there are an 

increased number of neuronal positive fibers in the hOMSC-SCF-NS than in the 

empty-SCF group (Fig. 29F). Moreover, these neuronal fibers are present inside the 

scaffold site, connecting both rostral and caudal sides of the transected spinal cord. 

Furthermore increased beta III-tubulin expression in the caudal part of the spinal cord 

of the group hOMSC-NS-SCF was observed, being more pronounced in the proximity 

of the scaffold site and gradually decreasing through the caudal region. 
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Immunofluorescence examination inside the scaffold site, confirms the presence of 

human nuclei positive cells as well as the increased number of beta III-tubulin 

positive fibers in the hOMSC-NS-SCF than the control groups (Fig. 30A-C). 

Regarding proteins involved in neurite formation, regeneration, axonal sprouting and 

plasticity, we observed and increased number of neuronal fibers, which are positive 

for GAP43 and NF200 in in the hOMSC-NS-SCF than the control groups (Fig. 30D-

I). The protein NF200 colocalized with the protein beta III-tubulin, indicating the 

neuronal identity of these fibers. Evaluation of the glial scar proteins, namely CSPGs, 

indicates a reduction in the CSPGs expression levels in the hOMSC-NS-SCF group 

(Fig. 30J-L). Myelin was evaluated by the expression of MBP, showing increased 

levels in the hOMSC-NS-SCF than the control groups and showing similar 

distribution patterns as those seen in NF200/beta III-tubulin staining (Fig. 30M-O).  
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Figure 29. Immunohistochemistry revealed hOMSC presence, reduced 
inflammatory response and neuronal fibers throughout the lesion site. hOMSC-
NS-SCF-GFP+ cells were detected 60 days after surgery (A-B, scale bar A=500µm, 
B=50µm). Microglial response and human nuclei staining (C-E, scale bar 100µm, E= 
20µm). Astrocyte reactivity rostral to the injury site (F-H, scale bar 100µm). Beta III-
tubulin expression in panoramic spinal cord images.  
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Figure 30. Immunofluorescence revealed increased axonal regeneration, reduced 
glial scar and myelinated axons. Examination of proteins involved in axon growth, 
inhibition and regeneration. Beta III-tubulin + neurons and human nuclei expression 
(A-C), axonal growth markers GAP-43 (D-F) and NF-200 co-stained with beta III-
tubulin (G-I). Glial scar proteoglycans (CSPGs) and GAP-43 (J-L), and myelin basic 
protein (MBP) (M-O). Scale bars = 100µm, magnifications 20µm. 
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6. DISCUSSION 

 
In this study we describe for the first time the induction of the neural crest-derived 

hOMSC into therapeutically active dopamine and NTFs-secreting cells [36,241,250]. 

hOMSC are a recently described SC population that exhibits a primitive NCSC-like 

phenotype while residing in the adult human tissue. We demonstrated that hOMSC 

are able to respond to developmental cues by becoming dopamine and NTFs-secreting 

cells with a dopaminergic and astrocyte-like phenotypes respectively.  

The theoretical concept behind this study is that the NC gives rise to a wide range of 

cell types during development, including neurons, glia, melanocytes (with remarkable 

phenotypic and metabolic similarity to dopaminergic neurons), fibroblasts, smooth 

muscle cells, and endocrine cells among others [251]. Migrating NC cells are a 

heterogeneous collection of progenitors, including multipotent SCs, cells with limited 

developmental potential and fate-restricted precursors [251]. The influence of 

environmental signals is therefore crucial to ensure that postmigratory NC-derived 

cells express a defined phenotype corresponding to their position in the body. It was 

shown that the plasticity displayed by NC-derived cells is also retained postnatal by 

some differentiated cells. The idea of reprograming NC phenotypes, is supported by 

in vitro culture experiments that illustrate the ability of epidermal pigment cells and 

peripheral nerve Schwann cells, two differentiated NC-derived cells, isolated from 

quail embryos, to undergo reciprocal transdifferentiation [251-253]. Thus, by 

accessing such a rich, easy access SC niche related with the nervous system, we could 

design novel therapeutic strategies to undermine the progression or development of 

devastating neurological disorders 
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6.1.  Dopaminergic-induced hOMSC for PD 
	  
Similarly to other cell types [254-257], naive hOMSC were positive for neuronal and 

dopaminergic markers. Some of these markers as for example Nurr1 and Lmx1A 

were localized within the cytoplasm of these naïve cells. Several recent studies have 

shown that the cytoplasmic localization of transcription factors in non-dopaminergic 

cells is associated with cellular functions (e.g. migration and proliferation) that are 

unrelated to the development and maintenance of the dopaminergic phenotype [258-

261]. Since the majority of the naïve hOMSC were positive for dopaminergic 

markers, the efficiency of the differentiation protocol was evaluated at the molecular 

level by testing the change in the expression of dopaminergic and neuronal genes and 

at the cellular level by determining the increase in the number of differentiated 

hOMSC that exhibited nuclear localization of dopaminergic transcription factors. 

Notably, in contrast to LmxA1 and Nurr1, Foxa2, which is considered a pivotal 

transcription factor for dopaminergic specification, was localized only to the nucleus 

of naïve hOMSC [262]. To the best of our knowledge this transcription factor is not 

expressed constitutively by other adult mesenchymal derived SCs. As Foxa2 plays a 

role in the development of the ventral midbrain and since the lamina propria of the 

oral mucosa originates from the mesencephalic neural crest [263] the constitutive 

nuclear expression and localization of Foxa2 in hOMSC might suggest a certain level 

of epigenetic memory that render this population more prone to differentiate along the 

dopaminergic lineage. The design of our differentiation protocol was based on these 

findings and on the previous characterization of hOMSC as a primitive neural crest 

stem cell population [36]. FoxA2 is a marker of the neural floor plate and a key 

transcription factor that controls the specification and differentiation of DA neurons 

[262]. The designed protocol includes the use of Shh, Wnt-1, FGF-8 and ascorbic 
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acid. The selection of these soluble factors was based on the following data: i) in 

FoxA2 positive cells, Shh enhances Lmx1A [264], an important transcription factor in 

the development of the DA phenotype [100,106,265-267]; ii) Wnt1 is involved in DA 

progenitor specification and final differentiation. Moreover, Lmx1A in combination 

with Wnt-1 induce the expression of Pitx3 and Nurr1 that are involved in the final 

differentiation and function of the DA phenotype [103,263,268-271]; and iii) FGF-8 

acts synergistically with Shh to strengthen the DA phenotype in Nurr1 positive cells 

[272] and FGF-8 and ascorbic acid, reinforce the generation of TH positive cells 

during ESC dopaminergic differentiation [112]. 

This differentiation protocol induced in the differentiated hOMSC changes at the 

molecular and protein levels as evidenced by: i) a decrease in the pluripotency 

associated factors; ii) an increase in the expression of neuronal and early and late 

dopaminergic genes as assessed by quantitative RT-PCR; iii) an increase in the 

nuclear localization of dopaminergic transcription factors as detected by quantitative 

immunofluorescence; and iv) a substantial increase in the number of cells positive for 

both neuronal and dopaminergic markers.   

The differentiation process rendered 77% of differentiated hOMSC positive for both 

βIII-tubulin and tyrosine hydroxylase indicating that the large majority of the 

population was neuronal and dopaminergic-like in nature. The finding that this 

population release dopamine upon KCl challenging indicates that this transmitter is 

synthesized in induced hOMSC. Dopamine release by KCl is an accepted method for 

evaluating dopamine synthesis in vitro. This release is likely to occur due to 

depolarization of the membrane and consequent calcium entry caused by the 

activation of voltage dependent calcium channels, since inhibitors of this channels 

block dopamine release [273]. This approach has been used for demonstrating 
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dopamine release of striatal primary cultured cells [274] and PC12 cells [273] or 

following dopaminergic differentiation of several SC sources such as embryonic SC 

[86], mesenchymal SC [275], mesencephalic precursors [124], iPS [276] and induced 

DA neurons [140]. In the context of these studies, KCl induced-dopamine release by 

hOMSC-DA demonstrates that these cells are able to synthesize and release 

dopamine, and therefore they may be endowed with therapeutic activity.  

To test this hypothesis the functional and therapeutic potential of hOMSC-DA were 

tested in the model of 6OHDA hemiparkinsonian rat [277-281]. The reduction 

(approximately 50%) in amphetamine-induced rotations obtained with hOMSC-DA 

during the experimental period are in the range of those obtained by transplantation of 

DA neurons derived from reprogramed fibroblasts [133], ESC [282] or IPS derived 

from PD patients [134]. A trend in rotation reduction was observed in rats treated with 

naïve hOMSC. This trend reached statistical significance compared to the group of 

rats treated with saline only at 8 weeks after transplantation. This modest 

improvement in the rotation test might be explained by the constitutive capacity of 

naïve hOMSC to secrete neurotrophic factors such as FGF-2, VEGF, EGF and NGF 

[36]. Since administration of 6OHDA in the medial forebrain bundle causes gradual 

death of dopaminergic neurons [281], it is conceivable that neurotrophic factors 

secretion into the striatum, specifically in the proximity of axon terminals, could lead 

by retrograde transport to the survival signaling cascade in damaged, but not dead, 

DA neurons of the substantia nigra. 

HPLC analysis demonstrates an increase in the dopamine content of injured 

hemispheres transplanted with hOMSC-DA as compared to the hemispheres treated 

with saline or naïve hOMSC. As the HPLC assay does not differentiate between 

intracellular and extracellular dopamine, the level of dopamine in the hOMSC-DA 
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treated hemispheres does not prove that dopamine is released into the striatum by 

hOMSC-DA. However, considering the relative higher level of dopamine in the 

hOMSC-DA treated hemispheres and the significant improvement in the motor 

function of the hOMSC-DA treated animals compared to the animals in the control 

groups, it is conceivable to assume that dopamine is released into the striatum of the 

experimental animals. The mechanisms responsible for this possible release remains 

to be elucidated in future studies. Within the limitations of the present study, tumor 

formation was not observed in any of the transplanted brains, suggesting that 

intracranial transplantation of naïve or differentiated hOMSC might be safe as far as 

tumorogenesis is concerned. Moreover, to achieve the endeavor of hOMSC therapy in 

PD a number of issues remain to be elucidated in further studies: i) it is unknown for 

how long the dopaminergic phenotype of hOMSC-DA will remain stable at the 

implantation site; ii) the hOMSC used in the present study were obtained from 

relatively young and healthy donors. Our preliminary results (data not shown) 

indicate that donor age does not affect neuronal differentiation. It was recently shown 

that dopaminergic cells derived from iPS generated from sporadic PD patients, but not 

familial PD patients, exhibited comparable results regarding differentiation and 

therapeutic potential [134,283]. Nevertheless, it is unknown whether hOMSC derived 

from familial and sporadic PD patients would be endowed with the same propensity 

to differentiate into DA-like neurons and maintain their phenotype in vivo as do the 

hOMSC-DA derived from young and healthy donors; and iii) hOMSC were 

transplanted into and maintained their phenotype in the striatum of relative young 

animals. The majority of PD patients are elderly. Thus, it remains to be established 

how the age of the host and a “hostile” environment affects the function of hOMSC-

DA in vivo. Based on hOMSC embryonic origin, their constitutive capacity to express 
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dopaminergic markers, the expression level of which is augmented by developmental 

soluble factors, the fact that their transplantation significantly improve Parkinsonian-

like symptoms in rats, and their readily-accessible niche, our study propose hOMSC 

as a potential therapeutic source for cell replacement therapy for PD.  

 
6.2.  hOMSC-NS   

 
SC therapy evolves as a promising strategy for the treatment of degenerative, but also 

and traumatic disorders of the central and peripheral nervous systems. To establish 

reproducible therapeutic protocols, similar to those accepted in drug therapy, 

therapeutic SCs populations with a well-characterized phenotype must be developed 

and used. Allogeneic embryonic and fetal well-characterized SCs lines are currently 

being tested in preclinical [284] and clinical settings [285,286]. However, 

immunologic, ethical and safety issues still hamper their routine utilization. 

Autologous adult SCs, derived from bone marrow [54,193,287,288] or other sources 

[164,289-291], have recently been coaxed by exposure to soluble factors or genetic 

manipulations to produce and secrete specific trophic factors with biologic activities. 

These cells have also been shown to ameliorate functional symptoms in animal 

models of trauma and neurodegenerative diseases [170,181,196,290-292]. However, 

the donor heterogeneity and aging may affect the outcome of the differentiation 

protocols and consequently the therapeutic efficacy of these stem cell populations 

[40,44,293].  

 

Considering that the NC in development gives rise to neuronal supporting cells such 

as satellite glial cells of the ganglia or the enteric glia [294], and given the remarkable 

plasticity of NC-derived cells, we set out to test the propensity of this cell population 
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to differentiate into glial-like cells with in vitro and in vivo neuroprotective capacity, 

mimicking astrocytes trophic and protective functions. It was demonstrated that 

neuregulin or so called heregulin, is involved in determination, proliferation, 

differentiation, and migration of glial cells in the developing brain, and also in 

promoting selective maturation and cell viability of astrocytes [295,296]. PDGF also 

regulates astrocyte specification by the LIF and BMP-2 pathways [297]. Addition of 

FGF-2 in vitro provides a permissive environment for the production of astrocytes 

from cortical progenitors via multiple mechanisms, including the CTNF signaling, 

which is a major astrogliogenic pathway [298-301]. Injection of FGF-2 into the 

cerebral ventricles of embryos, and genetic manipulation to eliminate FGF-2 resulted 

in increased and decreased glial populations, demonstrating that FGF-2 signaling 

pathways induce and regulate astrocyte specification[298,302,303]. cAMP enhance 

FGF-2 and EGF expression but also induce the expression of the glutamate 

transporter EAAT1 (Glast) [304,305]. Moreover, cAMP and IBMX were shown to 

induce the expression of NTF in primary astrocyte cultures[306]. Here we 

demonstrate that soluble factors, related to astrocyte differentiation, maturation, and 

increased NTF production, induced hOMSC homogenous differentiation into cells 

with induced upregulation of astrocyte markers, enhanced NTF secretion and acquired 

neuroprotective capabilities. The level of NTF secretion achieved after differentiation 

was comparable with those we published for myogenic cells transduced with viral 

vectors that effectively protected the sciatic nerve after injury [290]. Moreover, VEGF 

secretion by hOMSC-NS was even higher than myogenic progenitors transduced to 

express this cytokine [290]. 

A major concern in cell therapy is the capacity of the differentiated cells in vitro to 

survive and maintain their phenotype following their transplantation in vivo. In the 
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present study, we demonstrated that a considerable number of both cell types survived 

for at least ten days, the critical period for neural regeneration in this model. 

Moreover, we could detect higher amounts of GFAP, VEGF and BDNF in the muscle 

transplanted with hOMSC-NS compared to the other 2 groups. This observation 

correlated positively with motor and NMJ preservation. The findings that a higher 

expression of NTF was observed in hOMSC-NS treated rats and that this secretion 

was colocalized with the astrocyte marker GFAP and also with cells of human origin, 

point to the capacity of hOMSC-NS to maintain their astrocyte-like phenotype in vivo 

within the limit of the experimental period. We could not detect colocalization 

staining for GFAP and HuNu due to technical limitations.  

The astrocyte-like phenotype of hOMSC-NS proved to have functional activity both 

in vitro and in vivo as evidenced by their ability to rescue motor neurons subjected to 

chemical and respiratory stress, and by the ability to preserve NMJ innervation and 

enhance functional recovery of sciatic nerve injured rats. The fact that this functional 

activity correlates with increased secretion of NTF by hOMSC, strengthens previous 

observations that glial-like cells derived from extraneural adult tissues protect and 

support neuronal function via the continuous secretion of soluble NTF [54,167,171].  

 

To conceive hOMSC-NS as a general neuroprotective strategy for treating SNI, a 

number of issues remain to be elucidated in further studies. i) Cell survival at the graft 

site; ii) The behavior and fate of the transplanted cells for longer time periods remain 

to be addressed; iii) The mechanisms involved in the observed motor recovery and in 

the neuromuscular synaptic preservation remain to be elucidated; iv) hOMSC used in 

the present study were obtained from relatively young and healthy donors. Our 

preliminary results (data not shown) indicate that donor aging does not affect the 
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basic properties of hOMSC such as proliferation and their capacity to differentiate in 

vitro. However, it is unknown whether aging or other inherited or acquired diseases of 

the donor affect their functionality in vivo. It also remains to be established if hOMSC 

can be used for allogeneic transplantation; v) In the present study hOMSC were tested 

in a model of injured but young animals. It remains to be established how the age of 

the host affects the function of hOMSC-NS in vivo. 

6.3.  hOMSC-NS-SCF   
	  
Given that hOMSC-NS were therapeutically beneficial in an acute traumatic event of 

the peripheral nervous system, we evaluated what could be the effect of these cells in 

a more complex and challenging scenario of an acute traumatic event of the central 

nervous system. For this purpose we decided to evaluate the therapeutic effect of 

hOMSC-NS in the most challenging biological paradigm of regeneration, the 

complete transection of the spinal cord.  

SCI typically results in permanent disability, less than 1% of people who sustain 

significant injury to their spinal cord recover complete neurological function, and 

many of these injuries result in partial or complete paralysis [198]. Specifically, 

complete transection of the adult mammalian spinal cord leads to irreversible and 

permanent loss of motor and somatosensory functions below the injury site. The lack 

of spontaneous anatomical and functional repair after spinal cord injury is due to the 

failure of neurons to regenerate their axons through the inhospitable extra-neuronal 

environment of the mature CNS [202]. Current treatment options for SCI include the 

use of high dose methylprednisolone, surgical interventions to stabilize and 

decompress the spinal cord, and rehabilitative care [212]. Nonetheless, SCI is still a 

harmful condition for which there is yet no cure. In general, traumatic injury to the 

CNS elicits physical damage to the neural circuit architecture, produces intense local 
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inflammation, glial scarring and progressive cavitation that exacerbates the extent of 

the primary lesion [205]. 

Due to the complexity of SCI there is the expectation among researchers that 

combinatorial or multi-component therapies could become a more effective strategy 

to promote recovery than a single therapeutic approach alone [198]. As wrote by Silva 

et al. ideal therapies should combine cell transplantation, activation of growth 

promoting programs and/or attenuation of growth inhibitory pathways. For instance, 

the combined use of anti-inflammatory molecules with growth factors, scar depletion 

agents, and cells promoting regeneration in combination with biodegradable scaffolds 

to target different features of the SCI pathophysiology, should result in a greater 

recovery of affected individuals [212]. 

In this sense, we designed a novel multi-effector therapy, combining the 

immunomodulatory effects of hOMSC [46], their plastic abilities to become 

neuroprotective [241], and the beneficial effects of NTFs and tissue engineering 

scaffolds for treating SCI [217,238].  In order to increase cell homogeneity and 

differentiation, but also to minimize the stress or modification of the cells to be 

transplanted, we avoided using trypsin the same day of the transplantation procedure 

by growing and differentiating the cells directly on scaffolds. These scaffolds based 

on the combination of fibrin, PLLA and PLGA designed by the Levenberg laboratory 

(Technion, Israel) [231,240], were directly implanted with minimum handling. It was 

shown previously that complex structures with features of various committed 

embryonic tissues, including neural, can be generated in vitro by using early 

differentiating hES cells and further inducing their differentiation in a supportive 3D 

PLLA/PLGA polymer scaffolds [226]. When comparing differentiation and 
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organization of scaffold-grown constructs versus embryonic bodies, it was found a 

higher expression of differentiation-associated proteins such as nestin on the 

scaffolds, which also correlated with more organized neural tube-like rosettes. As 

reported, polymer scaffolds appeared to be more suitable than embryonic bodies in 

promoting cell differentiation and homogeneity [226]. When implanted in vivo, the 

authors shown that the scaffolds were permeated with the host vasculature and 

maintained the induced phenotype, which are of major importance for the graft 

survival and therapeutic efficacy [226]. In this perspective, our cells were successfully 

induced to the desired astrocyte-like phenotype published by us previously, showing 

the same distinctive pattern with subtle differences of those differentiated on plastic 

[241]. Specifically, no significant changes were observed at the pluripotency, 

neuronal and astrocytes markers RNA levels (p>0.05), whereas EAAT1, another 

glutamate transporter typical of glial cells was increased in on-scaffold differentiation 

and non-detected on-plastic. Regarding NTFs levels, VEGF showed a non-statistical 

significant minor decrease in on-scaffold differentiation (7.39±0.62 vs. 5.95±0.35, 

p>0.05), but BDNF doubled their levels in comparison to on plastic differentiation 

(3.25±0.42 vs. 1.44±0.06, p<0.05). At the time of transplantation survival was over 

94%. Moreover, the scaffold in this case provides with an effective cell-delivery 

mechanism. It also provides with structural and mechanic support to the grafted cells 

and the host-injured tissue, acting as a reservoir of the secreted NTFs and potentiating 

their actions. Furthermore, it provides a void volume with flexible physical 

environment to allow remodeling in response to tissue dynamic processes such as 

wound healing, revascularization and regeneration [307].  

With our multi-effector therapy, we achieved a robust improvement in the recovery of 

animals with complete transection of the spinal cord. The BBB scale is the most 
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commonly used test to assess motor function after a SCI. The BBB is a 21-point scale 

designed in 1995 by Basso, Beattie and Bresnahan to assess recovery of hindlimb 

function after spinal injury [245]. Each point in the score represents a specific set of 

characteristics demonstrated by the animal during spontaneous open field locomotion. 

As reviewed by Silva et al. the scale range goes from 0 (no apparent movements) to 

21 (normal movement, coordinated gait with parallel paw placement) being scores 

from 0 to 7 related with recovery of isolated movements in the hip, knee and ankle 

joints; from 8 to 13 associated with return of plantar placement and coordinated 

movements with the forelimbs; and from 14 to 21 related with the recovery of toe 

clearance, trunk stability, and predominant paw and tail position [212]. As referred by 

Cueto et al., rats with incomplete spinal cord lesions show spontaneous motor 

recovery and may present from slight movements of three hindlimb joints (BBB 

scores of 4) to consistent plantar stepping and forelimb–hindlimb coordination (BBB 

scores of 16), depending on the severity of the lesion [245,308]. The same authors 

reported that rats with complete transection rats might gain minimal locomotor 

recovery and present either movement of one or two joints (BBB score of 2) or 

majorly show no hindlimb movement [245,308]. As reported from several 

experiments evaluating complete transection, our control animals exhibited a 

consistent complete transected behavior according Basso et al., being unable to gain 

walking abilities in comparison to the other two groups [202,309]. Specifically, we 

observed that 80% and 20% of the animals of the empty-SCF group exhibited BBB 

scores 0-3 and 4-8 respectively. The fact that 20% of our empty-SCF animals show a 

BBB score of 4-8 might be explained by the fact that some complete transection 

experiments, reporting BBB scores, include the removal of a 2-4mm segment of the 

spinal cord after transection, while in our case no segment removal was performed 
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[202,310,311]. In line with our results and also doing complete transection without 

segment removal, Guest and colleagues reported that control animals reached 4 BBB 

points [309]. In addition, our control group includes the use of a scaffold with the 

already described associated benefits for SCI. 

In our current study, 68% of the hOMSC-NS-SCF treated animals showed a BBB 

score higher than 9 points, in contrast to 26 and 0% of the hOMSC-SCF and empty-

SCF groups respectively (Fig. 26). These values indicate that 68% of treated animals 

exhibited return of plantar placement, coordinated movements with the forelimbs, 

recovery of toe clearance, trunk stability, and predominant paw and tail position. 

Furthermore, 46% of the hOMSC-NS-SCF exhibited more than 14 BBB points, in 

contrast to 18 and 0% in the hOMSC-SCF and empty-SCF groups respectively. More 

than 14 BBB points means the highest possible scores in the BBB scale, which are 

rarely achieved in a complete transection setting and where our treatment was 

remarkable efficient in half of the animals tested. As mentioned in the literature, any 

procedure repairing this kind of lesion would most likely have greater benefits in less 

severe injuries [202]. However, the contusion paradigm of SCI is a different scenario 

than of those of hemi or complete transection, which should be addressed in the 

future.  

It is difficult to compare between works using SCI complete transection, since many 

of the most relevant works reporting robust recovery do not use the BBB scale, but 

other evaluation methods [202,312]. On the other hand, Fouad et al. as well as Lu et 

al. reported that by a schwann cells bridge, olfactory ensheathing glia, and 

chondroitinase ABC in the first, and NSCs in the second case, they reached BBB 

values of 7-8 points [310,313]. In another experiment using human dental pulp SCs 
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and human exfoliated deciduous teeth SCs, Sakai et al. recently reported that these 

SCs exhibited higher BBB scores compared to MSCs and fibroblasts, reaching a 

maximum of 8 BBB points [314]. Their recovery time periods until walking-like 

abilities are exhibited are in the range of ours, being approximately 5 weeks after the 

surgical procedure. However, in this work no weight support was achieved throughout 

the experiment.  

In order to explore and understand the recovery of treated animals, MRI-DTI analysis 

showed by fiber tract reconstruction, that increasing numbers of 

ascending/descending bundles with neuronal-related fractional anisotropy (FA) are 

connecting both sides of the transected spinal cord, while no reconnection was 

evidenced in control animals (Fig. 27). Furthermore, measuring the same animals at 

two different time points, immediately and two months after the surgical procedure, 

suggests regenerative-associated processes underlying the observed recovery. 

Quantitative analysis also supports this observation by the increase of the FA and 

neuronal-like fibers that starts and ends in the rostral and caudal parts respectively. 

Recently, Kelley et al. combined locomotor (BBB scores) and kinematic (middle 

swing foot position relative to hip) data together with imaging (FA) data to look for 

correlations. At all the evaluated locations along the spinal cord, the FA-BBB and 

FA-middle swing foot position relationships revealed statistically significant positive 

correlations as measured by linear regression and Pearson correlation coefficients 

[315]. In another work using DTI-MRI in a cervical transection model, FA was also 

positively correlated to the beta III-tubulin/NF200 staining, as occurred in our study 

[316]. Nevo et al. reported also that mean-FA values were significantly higher in the 

spinal cords of the treated/recovered animals than in controls, and that those values 

were consistent with the score obtained by functional locomotion tests[317]. 
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Furthermore, SCI rats transplanted with engineered fibroblast to secrete BDNF 

showed an elevated FA index, also correlated with the behavioral recovery and being 

consistent with the known neuroprotection and axonal growth elicited by BDNF 

[318]. The authors propose that high-resolution imaging with measurement of FA can 

provide a measure of functionally that may otherwise go undetected with 

conventional MR techniques. Together, these previous works support and validate our 

findings of increased axonal bundles connecting rostro-caudally the transected spinal 

cord in the hOMSC-NS-SCF group. Furthermore, these results and as shown in 

previous works, are correlated both with the performed functional locomotor tests 

(Fig. 24-26) as well as with our immunofluorescence analysis showing increased 

levels of beta III-tubulin and axonal growth associated markers GAP-43 and NF-200 

(Fig. 29-30).  

As MRI-DTI does not prove functional connection of the new axonal tracts, 

electrophysiological techniques are the ultimate evidence to prove functional 

connections. It can provide direct and precise measurements of muscle activation, 

reflex latency, reflex responses, and transmission of both somatosensory-evoked 

potentials and motor-evoked potentials (SEPs and MEPs). By doing so, 

neurophysiologic testing has been useful for evaluating experimental therapies for 

spinal cord injuries [212]. The MEP technique is based on the stimulation of the 

sensorimotor cortex, transmission of the evoked potential through the injured area, 

and impulse recording from the spine, sciatic nerve or peripheral muscles on the other 

point [319]. MEP response depends on descending pathways, so it is useful to analyze 

the integrity/repair of important tracts such as the reticulospinal tract and the CST 

[320]. Levy et al. in a comparative evaluation of MEPs and SEPs in acute SCI, found 

that MEPs produced by stimulation of the sensorimotor cortex, travels in both 
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dorsolateral and ventral spinal cord and propose MEPs as a more sensitive tool than 

SEP for evaluation in SCI [321]. In this sense, a linear relationship between the 

severity of SCI, axonal dysfunction and MEPs signals recorded at the sciatic nerve 

was reported by Felhings and colleagues [322]. In another work, they examined the 

MEPs response in 30 cats that received SCI to the thoracic spinal cord and correlated 

it with function [323]. The MEPs were recorded above and below the injury and also 

in the sciatic nerve. In these animals, they found that the peripheral nerve response to 

the MEP was the most sensitive to injury, disappearing or decreasing immediately 

upon injury. The animals were followed chronically, and 17 of the 30 regained 

ambulation. In all animals (followed up to 2 months), the peripheral nerve signals 

returned at or immediately before the time of ambulation. In none of the animals that 

failed to regain a peripheral nerve response was ambulation attained, supporting a 

strong correlation of the peripheral nerve response with walking.  

From a different perspective, Bradbury and colleagues demonstrated that glial scar 

reduction is able to restore post-synaptic activity below the lesion site after electrical 

stimulation of corticospinal neurons in vivo [210]. Recently, Petersen and colleagues 

found in a one-year follow up study of 255 human patients with SCI, that clinical 

outcome and walking function can be predicted independently of clinical measures by 

peripheral MEPs evaluation, reflecting the corticospinal tract integrity [324]. In our 

study we confirmed by electrophysiological MEPs, the functional propagation of 

electrical signals from the brain motor cortex to the isolated sciatic nerve in the 

hOMSC-NS-SCF group, indicating restored corticospinal tract function. This group 

exhibited significantly less amplitude than intact rats but showed significantly higher 

values than the control groups. Brief stimulation signals were delivered to the 

sensorimotor cortex and subsequent recordings were obtained at the sciatic nerve 
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level. The signal obtained was a compound signal typical to bipolar extracellular 

stimulation. We observed a delay of ~30ms between the stimulation and the recording 

in all subjects, which is expected due to the rat nerve conduction velocity. We 

measured the amplitude of the sciatic nerve compound action potential (CAP) as an 

indicator to the conductance of the cortico-spinal tract. Furthermore, confirmation of 

electrical transmission through the scaffold was done by re-transecting the spinal cord 

at C5 (rostral to the injury site) and subsequent measurement of the CAP signal using 

the same stimulation parameters. Following this, MEPs detection were abolished at 

the sciatic nerve level as reported by Fehlings and colleagues [325]. By this 

observation we confirmed that electrical signals were coming from the brain 

stimulation and passing through the complete transected site. This might suggest that 

the observed recovery in the locomotor activity and precise motor coordination skills 

were probably not due to intra-spinal locomotion rather than from cortical signaling. 

However, we cannot exclude that intraspinal locomotion could also contribute to the 

observed general locomotor activity [326,327]. In this sense, recently Lu et al. 

showed that NSC transplantation embedded in fibrin matrices, induced long-distance 

axon growth with behavioral recovery (max. BBB score of 8). The authors reported 

that the grafted cells supported the formation of electrophysiological relays across 

sites of complete spinal transection. Furthermore, by intraspinal electrophysiological 

recording (rostral and caudal to the lesion, not as our case) they found electrical signal 

propagation, which was also abolished by rostral re-transection as in our study. The 

authors conclude that the mechanism of recovery, in contrast to previous studies using 

NSCs, is functional relay formation, indicated by the abolition of recovery by spinal 

re-transection immediately rostral to the lesion [313]. As in this study, we conceive 

that our cells supported the formation of new neurons that instead of growing long 
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distances, covered small distances but produced these reported electrophysiological 

relays to propagate the signal.  

Recently, it was elegantly demonstrated by the same group, that iPS-derived NSCs 

were successfully grafted in a C5 hemi-section rat model [328]. They evidenced 

extensive axonal growth (two-fold more than previous article, covering all rat spinal 

cord), human axons formed synapses, and rodent axons penetrated the graft and 

consequently produced synapses-associated proteins. Despite this tremendous 

achievement of long distance axonal growth, unfortunately, no persistent functional 

improvement was detected in contrast to their previous study [313]. In the same way, 

as part of the NIH "Facilities of Research Excellence-Spinal Cord Injury" Sharp et al. 

repeated key parts of a study reporting robust engraftment of NSCs treated with 

growth factors after complete spinal cord transection in rats at the T3 level [329]. 

NSC were transplanted in a fibrin matrix with a growth factor cocktail using 2 

different transplantation methods (with and without removal of scar tissue). Besides 

the extensive outgrowth of NSC-GFP labeled axons from the graft, minimal ingrowth 

of host axons into the graft was revealed and no significant locomotor differences 

between groups were evidenced.  

In spinal cord complete transection, all sensorimotor functions below the injured area 

are lost, as evidenced by the lack of motor and sensorial functions in the control 

animals.  However, our study also shows that 75% of the evaluated animals from the 

hOSMC-NS-SCF group only, recovered nociceptive behavior. As our analysis 

evidenced limb or tail withdrawal upon stimuli, could exist to some extent the case of 

animals that can sense the stimuli but cannot withdraw the body part. In this sense, no 

vocalizations were heard during the analysis, which might suggest a lack of sensation 
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as a more probable cause. With a similar perspective Hofstetter et al. provided 

evidence that grafting of NSC transduced with neurogenin-2 into a rat thoracic SCI 

model, improved the positive effects of engrafted SCs, including increased amounts 

of myelin in the injured area, but most important, recovery of hindlimb locomotor 

function and hindlimb sensory responses [330]. Furthermore, in another study, when 

rat or human fetal glial-restricted progenitors were differentiated into immature 

astrocytes and transplanted at sites of dorsal column lesion, sensory axons were able 

to regenerate [331,332] 

It was previously shown by in vivo imaging that chronically injured axons can, 

indeed, be aroused into a robust regenerative state if the appropriate stimuli is 

provided [333]. GFP-labeled sensory axons were transected using a laser, without 

causing any significant damage to the surrounding parenchyma. When this minimal 

lesion was followed with peripheral conditioning, a manipulation known to promote 

the growth of central axons, axon growth became vigorous, allowing them to grow 

right through the lesion area. In Cregg et al. the authors suggest that these results 

strongly support the well-accepted notion that environmental factors, associated with 

the glial scar, play a critical role in regeneration failure. Furthermore, they propose 

that by promoting the intrinsic ability of axons to grow might allow robust 

regeneration of injured axons, especially if mitigation of inhibitory environmental 

factors can be achieved concomitantly [205]. Indeed, it was demonstrated that 

degradation of the CSPGs present in the glial scar, render a more permissive 

environment for axon regeneration, both ascending sensory and descending motor 

projections [210,334]. From our histological examination we observed neuronal fibers 

positive for beta III-tubulin connecting through the transected region, both rostral and 

caudal parts of the spinal cord (Fig. 29). These images are coherent with the results 
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obtained by MRI-DTI showing new fiber tracts with neuronal-related FA (Fig. 27), as 

well as the electrophysiological data indicating consistent electrical transmission (Fig. 

28).  These neuronal fibers were significantly increased in the hOMSC-NS-SCF 

group, which also exhibited higher NF-200 and GAP-43 protein levels, biomolecules 

associated with axonal function, regeneration, sprouting and synaptic remodeling 

(Fig. 30) [209,335-337]. Specifically, several works reporting axon growth after SCI 

use these markers as evidence for such axonal processes [238,313,338]. Alternatively, 

focusing on the SCI pathophysiology, we demonstrated that the glial scar constituent 

CSPGs was significantly decreased in walking animals of the hOMSC-NS-SCF group 

(Fig. 30).  

CSPGs are inhibitory to axon growth in vitro, and regenerating axons stop at CSPG-

rich regions in vivo [339]. In line with these observations, we show that in the control 

groups there are many areas of colocalization of the CSPGs and GAP-43 staining, 

suggesting neutralized or collapsed-growing axons, of great similarity of those of the 

dystrophic end bulbs reported by Davies et al. or the “sterile clubs’ reported originally 

by Ramon y Cajal (see figure 6) [207,339]. These axons failed to growth when 

entered in contact with the CSPGs of the glial scar (Fig. 30J-L). Conversely, in the 

treated group, we observe that GAP-43 positive axons were extended through 

different areas of that of the CSPGs, avoiding the axon collapsing process, effect 

further discussed in Cregg et al. [205]. Furthermore, it was demonstrated in vivo that 

removing CSPG glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chains attenuates CSPGs inhibitory 

activity and promotes axonal growth [210,334]. Intrathecal treatment with 

Chondroitinase ABC degraded CSPGs-GAGs at the injury site, upregulated the 

regeneration-associated protein GAP-43 as in our case, and promoted regeneration of 

both ascending sensory projections and descending corticospinal tracts. Finally, 
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Chondroitinase ABC treatment also restored post-synaptic activity below the lesion 

after electrical stimulation of corticospinal neurons, and promoted functional recovery 

of locomotor and proprioceptive behaviors [210,334]. Combined approaches using 

cellular transplants for supporting neuronal cells and CSPGs degradation for 

enhancing regeneration have been successfully developed [310,340]. Finally, 

increased levels of MBP, showing the same pattern of those of the NF200, GAP-43 

and beta III-tubulin staining, were also observed. This result goes in line and supports 

the previous findings of increased numbers of neural fibers with developing axons 

characteristics, which connect both sides of the transected spinal cord.  

Taking together the findings of this study, we can confirm that our multi-effector 

therapy based on a cellular graft and tissue-engineering scaffolds acted in a multi-

effector way to achieve the observed recovery. The mechanisms underlying this 

recovery, allowing complete transected animals to walk again without help from any 

external devices such as harnesses, are indeed multifactorial. With cell transplantation 

is very unlikely that exist only one active therapeutic mechanism, rather than several 

ones acting in a cooperative or synergistic way upon transplantation [198]. In this 

study we provided evidence that our approach contributes to the downregulation of 

the microglial immune response, reduction of astrocyte reactivity and inhibitory glial 

scar molecules. Moreover, our treatment supported the induction of axonal growth 

and synaptic rearrangements that allowed electrical signals to propagate through the 

transected spinal cord. Thus, as proposed by several reviews about SCI, our treatment 

is operated at various fronts at the same time [198,212]. It is conceivable that these 

actions are carried on mostly by soluble factors secreted by these cells into the 

extracellular medium such as NTFs, as reported previously by us [241]. It has been 

demonstrated the potent immunosuppressive abilities of hOMSC by soluble factors, 
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which could explain the microglial immune reduction [46]. Specifically, hOMSC 

demonstrated no inherent immunogenicity with insignificant expression of 

costimulatory molecules or human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class II. hOMSC 

conditioned medium in a contact-independent manner, produced  a complete 

inhibition of lymphocyte proliferation at doses as low as 0.001% hOMSC to 

responder lymphocytes. According to the authors, these data demonstrate that 

hOMSC immunomodulation, unlike that for mesenchymal SCs, occurs via a dose- 

and HLA II-independent mechanism by the release of immunosuppressive soluble 

factors [46]. We demonstrated that hOMSC-NS were able to express BDNF, VEGF, 

IGF-1 and GDNF [241]. Furthermore conditioned medium of these cells significantly 

increased the survival of diverse neuronal types after oxidative stress and hypoxia in 

vitro. Consistent with this, in the spinal cord after injury, exist both an inflammatory-

oxidative stress and also a hypoxic condition resulting from the transection of 

vascular components. Specifically, it has been demonstrated that NTFs plays a major 

role in recovery after SCI by promoting cell survival, axonal growth, and even 

allowing axons to overcome the axon-inhibitory molecules of the glial scar [180,341]. 

Functional regeneration of chronically injured sensory afferents into the adult spinal 

cord can be achieved with NTFs gene therapy, showing the remarkable capacity for 

NTFs, when overexpressed within a target tissue, to attract axons across the glial 

barrier [342]. Several groups investigated the role of NTFs and found that in general 

the most relevant are BDNF, NT-3, GDNF, VEGF, NGF and FGF-2 [212]. 

Specifically, BDNF can enhance growth of supraspinal motor axons, showing that 

both rubrospinal and reticulospinal axons descending networks that regulate spinal 

cord motor neural activities, regenerate in response to BDNF stimulation 

[209,343,344]. Furthermore, the treatment induced GAP-43 overexpression in this 
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regenerative context [209]. Reversal of atrophy of neurons in the red nucleus, even 

one year after SCI, can also occur after BDNF stimulation [345]. However, 

corticospinal tract (CST) axons did not respond to BDNF post-SCI, even though 

BDNF prevents the death of corticospinal neurons, effect attributed to the lack of 

BDNF receptor TrkB on CST fibers [346]. In the contrary, VEGF or NT-3 have a 

regenerative effect on the corticospinal tract, as suggested in our case by MEPs 

recorded at the sciatic nerve, indicating corticospinal tract function [221,347]. These 

findings demonstrate that different populations of axons in the CNS show distinct 

patterns of growth factor sensitivity due to the receptors they exhibit [212]. Form 

another perspective also the glial scar to some extent can be modulated by NTFs. 

Hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), completely blocked the secretion of TGFβ1 and β2 

from activated astrocytes in culture, preventing the expression of different CSPGs 

species [348]. Furthermore, MSC overexpressing HGF were transplanted into the 

hemisected spinal cord at C4, significantly decreasing neurocan expression and GAG 

chain deposition around the lesion, showing also increased axonal growth beyond 

glial scars and improvement in recovery of forepaw function [348]. In other studies, 

scaffolds loaded with BDNF or NT-3 encouraged neurofilament positive axons, 

neurite growth into scaffolds and reduced the inflammatory response, glial reactivity 

and CSPGs at the interface between the scaffold and host spinal cord, as observed in 

our study [349,350]. In this regard, Takami and colleagues showed that olfactory 

ensheating cells transplantation also led to a decrease in the astrocyte response and a 

concomitant decrease on the expression of CSPGs [351]. The finding that CSPGs 

spatially and temporally controls activity of infiltrating blood-borne monocytes and 

resident microglia, goes in line with the reduction of both microglia and CSPGs 

observed in our current study [352].  
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To summarize this chapter, we achieved to the best of our knowledge one of the most 

important recoveries observed after a complete transection of the spinal cord. The 

majority of studies using this approach reported mainly on histological outcomes, and 

the studies in which behavioral outcomes were measured just described modest 

functional recovery. The animals from our study showed consistent weight support, 

walking abilities, motor coordination, sensorial processing and electrical conduction 

from the brain to the hindlimbs. The mechanisms behind such important recoveries 

are far from being completely understood, but we suggest a multi-effector 

mechanism, operated at both the immune and regenerative levels by soluble factors. 

This factors must be determined in future experiments bearing in mind the concept 

that the beneficial effects of cellular therapies exerting neuroprotection are 

multifactorial and often difficult to attribute to one single mechanism [213]. An 

understanding of the physiological process leading to this recovery seems imperative 

as well as the in-depth characterization of the specific axonal tracts involved in this 

process. Furthermore, a deep characterization of the high-walking style of the 

recovered rats is of major importance to elucidate the underlying recovery processes. 

It is now well established that to enhance recovery after SCI is critical to promote the 

neurons’ intrinsic abilities to survive and regenerate but also to overcome the myelin 

and glial scar inhibition. Moreover, transplantation of artifitial-tissue constructs or 

cells, combined with permissive trophic factors, cell adhesion molecules and/or 

biomaterials, are essential for creating a growth-permissive topography to promote 

axonal regeneration across the injury site. It is now of general consensus that 

successful functional recovery will not simply rely on a single therapeutic approach 

and future regenerative approaches will likely include combination of multiple 

strategies [212]. In line with this, our approach provides a combination of multiple 
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therapeutic strategies. From our previous and current work, we can conclude that our 

cells in this tissue engineering setting tackled the accepted limited spontaneous 

regeneration of function and structure following a SCI, including glial scarring, 

axonal regeneration and myelination, cell death, insufficient growth factor support 

and the lack of permissive substrates for axonal regeneration [353].  

7. CONCLUSIONS 
	  
HOMSC retain important plastic features within the adult tissue, resembling those 

seen in NCSC. HOMSC provides with an interesting cellular platform for designing 

novel therapeutic approaches for peripheral or central nervous system disorders. 

HOMSC represents a readily accessible SC source, with the potential for generating 

trillions of cells from biopsies as small as 4-3x3x1mm, fact of major importance for 

translational medicine. HOMSC express low inherent immunogenicity, interdonor 

heterogeneity and their growth, clonogenicity and differentiation potentials, are 

negligibly affected by aging. HOMSC therapeutic potential in animal models was 

indeed compelling, being able to contribute to the two main pillars of the cell therapy 

field, cell replacement [250] and neuroprotection [241]. Of remarkable importance are 

the results obtained with the tissue engineering approach for SCI, holding a vast 

therapeutic potential. The Edwin Smith papyrus, an ancient Egyptian physician 

textbook from 1700 BC, described SCI as an ‘‘ailment not to be treated’’, meaning an 

irreversible condition with no cure [354]. Now, almost 4000 years later, the treatment 

of SCI still remains largely palliative with no effective cure. The results of this study 

together with fundamental previous and future studies to come, could contribute to the 

promise modern science has made in order to change this paradigm from palliation to 

more curative interventions. 
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